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in these disciplines . . ."
in the dedication
of his revision of Campanus'
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Introduction

The historian often transcends the events which he chronicles. In this
sense he shares the art of the conductor who, by his genius, enhances
the score. Beethoven rs latenf beauty; Beethoven plus a Toscanini or an
Ormandy is beauty.
Fr. Luca Paciolo, mistakenly, often is referred to as the originator of

double-entry bookkeeping. The fact is that we don't know who the
originator was. His identity remains a mystery. Not so with Paciolo
whose Suuue so captured the imagination and interest of scholars of
accounting that it has been translated into Dut'ch, Italian, German,
French and Russian as well as English.
Can any of us ignore a personality who, almost five centuries ago
realized that theory was valueless unless it could be put to practical use;
who recogn ized that the truth was fundamental to a sound system of
accounts; who appreciated that character was the only sound basis for

credit; who fully realized the importance of internal control; who
warned against those who "keep their books in duplicate, showing one
to the buyer and the other to the seller;" who advocated auditing and
who warned of the pitfalls in dealing with governmental agencies?
of historical perspective is evidence of maturity of professions as well as of individuals. No man can truly understand his own
profession until he is capable of relating it to the past, the present and

A

sense

the future.
Every student who wishes to master accountingr €v€ry teacher who
aspires to instruct in the subject, every practici.g accountant who Professes to understand his discipline should read this interpretation of the
significance of Paciolo and his work.

ArvtN R.

]TNNINGS
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Preface

Accounting has a rich heritage, as do many other professions. It has
evolved in much the same way as common law, responding to business
needs which arise with changes in language and techniques. However,
it is remarkable that the basic framework of the double entry process,
which has existed over 5oo years, remains unchanged. Today, manipulation of data within accounting systems takes place at unbelievable
speeds, but the double entry system of bookkeeping still encompasses
these and other "modern" accounting developments.
This book is about Luca Paciolo and his extraordinary contribution

to the development of the accounting profession. Paciolo is the first
known writer to publish a work describi.g the double entry process.
This publication appeared in the form of a treatise included in the SuuMA DE AnITHMETICA, GrouETRrA, PnoroRTIoNI ur PnopoRTIoNALITA, pub-

lished in Venice in a494.It is undoubtedly the most famous accounting
work ever to be printed. Many paragraphs of Paciolo's work could be
inserted into current textbooks and articles with little more than slight
wording changes. The "principles" and "rules" for bookkeeping suggested in the treatise are applicable to much of modern accounting practice.

Unfortunately, this most famous work is also extremely rare. Because
of this, few accountants have had the opportunity to examine the book.
Mrs. Dorothea Reeves, Curator of the Kress Library at the Graduate
School of Business Administration of Harvard Universityr girve us our
initial opportunity to examine both the first and second editions of the
Suuue. It was this contact, together with an interest in accounting history stimulated while graduate students at the University of California
at Berkeley, that led directly to the publication of this book.

xlll

Literature is better appreciated and understood if one knows something about the author. Therefore, the introductory section of this book
tells about the significance of Paciolo's work, his childhood and adolescence, and his scholarly pursuits as a mature intellectual. The social and

economic atmosphere which shaped his character is also discussed. A
modernized translation, a photo-offset reproduction of the original, and
a bibliography follow the first section
There were two problems in particular which confronted us in writing

this book. First, much of what is written must necessarily be interpretive, yet be presented in line with all available facts. Second, or attempt
must be made to achieve the proper balance between a sterile reiteration
of facts, and a lively, but vacuous, discussion. To satisfy these criteria,
we were compelled to break away from the outmoded linguistics of the
original, and to recast Paciolo in contemporary English. The greatest
danger in this is that the "fl avor" of the original will be lost. We have
strived to retain this original flavor, and sdll make Paciolo's treatise
easy to read.
There have been two translations of Paciolo in the twentieth centu{r
one by Pietro Crivelli in r 924, and the other by |ohn B. Geijsbeek in
t 9t-4. Crivelli's translation attempted to adhere faithfully to the origi-

nal, while Geijsbeek tried to provide a more readable translation. In
addition to using contemporary English, our translation tries to clarify
some old ambiguities.
A special note of thanks is due Mrs. Reeves of the Kress Library
and Mr. Lawrence I. Kipp, the librarian of Baker Library, Harvard University, for their encouragement in this project and for the permission
to use both the original and second editions of Paciolo for preparation
of the photo-offset plates. In addition to this, Mrs. Reeves provided
much technical assistance. We are also indebted to those who typed the
many drafts of the manuscripts, Ann Brown, Iill Halliday, and Ruth
Davis.

In his writing and teaching, Paciolo continuously attempted to make
what he had to say interesting to many people, and not just the scholars
of his field. Our overridi^g objectives correspond to his: First, to make
this work available to many, and second, to provide a scholarly work
that can be read and enjoyed.
R. GENr BnowN

KrNNrrH S. |oHNsroN
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Luca Paciolo and his friend, Guidobaldo, Duke of Urbino.
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The Painting of Paciolo

The picture reproduced in this book is a photograph of the famous paint-

i.g of Paciolo which hangs in the Naples National Museum. For many
years there was considerable uncertainty concerni.g the identity of the
artist. It is now generally conceded that the artist was |acopo de Barbari. The Superintendent of the Naples National Museum, Mr. Gino
Doria, wrote us about the unknown painter as follows:
. this painting is signed, Iaco. Bar Vigennis. P. a495, a painter
who remains unknown, which cannot be; because of chronology
and stylistic character it has been suggested that it was |acopo de

Barbari. It is thought the unknown |aco. Bar. was a Venetian, and
perhaps a follower of Piero della Francesca in the Urbino environment.

In addition to the early uncertainty about the painter, some writers
have incorrectly claimed that the book which is open and to which
Paciolo is pointing, is a copy of his Suuue. This is doubtful for two reasons. First, the SuMMA is a much larger book than that opened in front
of Paciolo. It may well be that the larger book to Paciolo's left, which
is closed with clasps, is the SuMMA. Second, the book under Paciolo's
left hand is open at Chapter 11, entitled Euclid. The Suuue does not
have a Chapter 13 devoted to Euclid.
It is easy to understand why some writers misinterpreted this painting, for Paciolo once referred to a painting which depicts him holding
the SuMMA. Taylor, in No Rover Roeo, identifies Paciolo in "The Virgin and Child and Saints i' painted by Paciolo's friend, Piero della Francesca. This painting, which is in the Pinacoteca of Perugia, shows Paciolo holding a heavy book which has approximately the same dimen-

xvu

sions and binding of the SuMMA's that we have examined. This is undoubtedly the painting to which Paciolo was referring.
Taylor describes his reaction to the painting by de Barbari as follows:
As one sees this picture where it hangs near a door in the large
room of the Naples Museum, he is struck first by the stern, serious,
determined face of Paciolo, circled by the hood of the order, and
with the striking contrast of flesh color and the gray-green tinge of
his habit upon which the light plays. The whole background of the
picture is black. The table is green, the frame of the slate ordinary
wood color, the open book cover blue. The young man wears a
black biretta, a black fur-lined coat, a red undergarment showing
at the throat and above the elbows, and gloves. Both men have blue
eyes. The picture measures about five feet wide and four feet high.
Apparently it has been many times redone. The picture is on canvas on wood and contains several worm holes. It has been much
damaged but has been creditably restored.

B";"T;:I:T::X(ilrH::::i'#,1:Jt*:',#ili:::;11?
pears that a five has been inserted. Upon the book which may be the
Suurue, is a wood polyhedron. From the ceiling at the left is sus-

pended a crystal prism.

This is the crystal prism which is imprinted on the cover of this book.
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SECTION

I

Paciolo: The Man, His Work

SECTION

I

Paciolo: The Man, His Work

Most accounting books published today make some reference to Luca
Paciolo's treatise on bookkeepitrg, published in a494 in the Suuue or
AnITHMETICA, GTouETRIA/ PnopoRTIoNI ET PnopoRTroNALrrA.

At first

glance, this might appear to result from some professional obsession
with history, but this is not the case. The fact that Paciolo was the first
author to publish on double entry bookkeeping is not the primary reason for such homage. On the contrarlr it is because the basic framework for the double entry process detailed by Paciolo has remained unchanged for almost 5oo years. Most of the accounting methodology
suSSested in the treatise, as well as Paciolo's suggestions on how to succeed in business, are as applicable today as they were in the 15th century.
Along with his Peers, Piero della Francesca, Leon Battista Alberti,
Federigo the Duke of Urbino, Leonardo da Vinci, Leonardo da Pisa,
Raphael, and Michelangelo, Paciolo typified the "all purpose" man of
the Golden Ag. of the Renaissance. In fact, all of these men except the
last two mentioned, were friends of Paciolo. |ust as are Leonardo da
Vinci's works studied and revered today, so are those of Luca Paciolo.
Although Paciolo's work in his many areas of interest is universally
respected, as an individual he has been the center of controversy for
years. At various times he has been called a religious mystic as well
as a heretic; a traditionalist as well as an iconoclast; an outgoing friend
of students as well as a recluse; a brilliant individualist as well as an
oPportunist; an original scholar as well as a plagiarist. Although a personal friend of seven successive Popes, starting with Paul II in a454and
ending about 50 years later with Sixtus IV, Paciolo was once threatened
with excommunication by the Franciscan Order which he had joined in
the r 47o's.

We are convinced that Paciolo was an excellent writer, a spellbinding
lecturer and teacher, a deeply religious man, and an acknowledged
scholar in mathematics, theology, architecture, military strategy, sports
and games, and the world of business. During his career he taught at
five universities, Florence, Milan, Perugia, Naples and Rome. He also
served as a private tutor in courts and for various wealthy families.
On the other hand, we have concluded that although religious, Paciolo was not very sensitive to the responsibilities of his Franciscan
brotherhood. Although scholarly, he was primarily a compiler and
translator rather than a developer and expositor of new theorems. Paciolo felt that theory was important, but was useless if it could not be put
to practical use. Further, most books in the early r5th century were
written in Latin. Because of this, they were available only to the scholars of the time. By writing in the "vulgar" tongU€, Paciolo concerned
himself with communicating knowledge to the people. It was to this
end that he devoted most of his teac}ing and literary career. Applying
mathematical concepts and techniques to the business community, and
writing about them in the vernacular, represented a great contribution.
The widespread use of Paciolo's published works, as well as his reputation as a lecturer and teacher, bore ample testimony to his success.
Never does Paciolo claim to be an originator. In the treatise on bookkeepin g, for example, Paciolo states that ". . . the system employed in
Venice

will be adopted here, for it is certainly recommended above all

others."

In r 878, the people of Borgo San Sepolcro erected a plaque in commemoration of Paciolo which translates as follows:1
To Luca Pacioli, who was friend and advisor to Leonardo da
Vinci and Leon Battista Alberti, and who first gave to algebra the
voice and strucrure of a science. He was the great founder of its apt The reader will notice that the plaque uses the spelling "Pacioli" rather than
"Paciolo." The exact spelling of his name has been the subject of some controversy.
On pag e 76 of the |antiary ry44 issue of the Accouxrnsc RrvIEly, Taylor comments
on this problem as follows:
"Those who care to use the Latin correctly write "Lucas Paciolrts;" those who care
to follow the singular in the Italian are perfectly correct in spelling the name
"Paciolo;" those who prefer to follow usage and a practice which is very general
in many fields, are correct in spelling the name "Pacioli." It is wholly matter of
" is never
choosing to follow form or usage; but this is an old controversy which

plication to geometry. He invented double entry bookkeeping and
wrote mathematical works which became the foundation and unvaried form for future thinking.
At the instigation of their Society of Commercial Workers, and
shamed by l70 years of forgetfulness, the people of San Sepolcro
have erected this plaque to their great citizen. fi78.

Of course, Paciolo did not invent double entry bookkeeping , for there
is evidence of its existence as early as the beginning of the r4th century. Nevertheless, by becoming the first author to write of it, and to
do so in the common tongue, Paciolo earned the title, "The Father of
Accounting."
The environment in which Paciolo worked during the Renaissance,
the influence of many of his friends on his work, and the many activities and interests he had, make a fascinating history. After discussi.g
the nature and significance of his work, we should like to teIl somerhirg
of this history. Following this, we will present a new translation of
his bookkeeping treatise and a reproduction of the original publication
itself

.

The Author
Paciolo was a prolific writer. From an outline of his various literary
efforts, the breadth of his interests can be appreciated. In chronological
order, he is thought to have written the following:
r) a47o A manuscript on algebra. This manuscript was dedicated to
Paciolo's pupils, the sons of the wealthy Venetian merchant, Rompiasi. It has been lost. However, it is likely that it was subsequently
incorporated in the Sunaue published in a494.

settled. My choice is "Pacioli ;" but any other spelling that anyone cares to use will
be all right with me."
We prefer to st{y free from this controversy, tending to agree with Professor
Raymond de Roover, writing in the same issue of the AccouNrrr.rc RrvrEw , page 69:
"Since it is impossible to settle the question at issue from the available widence,
it should be permissable to use either "Paciolo " or "Pacioli" . As a matter of
expediency, it might be desirable to reach an agreement among scholars and to
avoid confusion by adopting a uniform spelling, Piciolo in preference to Pacioli."

z) a476 A manuscript

l)

4

on regular bodies. This manuscript covered
algebra and the five regular bodies in geometrl, and was dedicated
to the youths of Perugia. It was unpublished as such and is now
in the Vatican Library in Rome. It is possible that this is a translation of a work done on the same subject by Paciolo's friend,
Piero della Francesca. Most of Paciolo's early unpublished manuscripts were later incorporated in whole or in part into his SuMMA
or the Dtvwe; this one was no exception.
r48o A manuscript on Euclid's geometry. There is some doubt
that this manuscript ever existed. Even if it did, the exact nature
of the subject matter would be unknown. The reason for suspecting its existence is that Paciolo says he did a manuscript about this
time. There is also a reference in a Vatican manuscript to the effect
that in December t48o, a Brother Anthony received a copy of a
book on Euclid from Luca Paciolo in Perugia. It is quite possible

that this was Paciolo's translation of Euclid's work into Italian.
It is reasonably certain that Paciolo did translate Euclid into Italian,
but this manuscript has also been lost.
r48:- A manuscript on algebra. This was the manuscript which
Paciolo composed at Zara. It is probably similar to the works previously done in Perugia and in Venice, but was an independent
effort. It has been lost.
GrourTRIA/ PnopoRTIoNI rr PnopoRrroNALrrA. This is probably Paciolo's most famous published

5) a4g4 Suunae or AnrrHMETrcA/

6)

work and is the book containing the bookkeeping treatise, "De
Computis et Scripturis." It was published in Venice.
a5o4 Le ScuoLA Prnmrre Drr MrnceNrl. This was a reprint of
the bookkeeping section of the Sunaue and was published in Toscolano by Paganini, the individual who printed the original SuuMA.

il a5o5 ScHrraNorA. This book contained
chess problems.

It

mathematical games and
is thought to have been published in Florence.

It has been lost.

8) r5o8 Dr VrnrBUS QueuurArrs.
il

This book contains a discussion
of numerical powers, geomet{f, and a collection of mathematical
games. A copy is in the library of the University of Bologna.
a5o9 Dr Drvrye PnoroRrroNE. This is the second maior book
which Paciolo published. It was published in Venice, containing
5

24o Pages, and was printed by hand. Leonardo da

Vinci and Paciolo
collaborated on this book. The Divina was Paciolo's most scholarly
effort. In the first chapter of the Divina, Paciolo argues that ". . .

without a knowledge of mathematical sciences no good work is
possibl"," and the book is devoted to an examination of the applied

"mathematical sciences." It contained three sections: The first on
arithmedc, geometry, and proportion; the second on the architecture of holy temples, places that serve health, the defense of states
and private houses; the third, a ffeatise on regular bodies of geometry.
10) a5o9 CenapeNUS' Eucrtp. This was a revision of Campanus' edition of Euclid and was translated into Latin by Paciolo. It was published in Venice.

11) a5z3

Sunanae pE AnITHMETTcA/

PoRTIoNALITA.

GronarrRrA, PnopoRTroNr

rr

Pno-

This was the second edition of the original Suuue
a494. This edition was published in Toscolano by

published in
Paganini. It is practically identical to the first.

We cannot be absolutely certain that those items "lost" were ever
published. Nor can we be sure of the dates, even if they were. In fact,
there is some doubt about whether a few of the items listed ever existed.
Some writers have mentioned that Paciolo wrote a separate manuscript
on architecture and one on the figures of the ancient characters in the
alphabet. This is quite possible because both of these subjects are covered in the Drynve. In any event, it can easily be seen that Paciolo's reputation as one of the "allpurpose men" of. the Renaissance is deserved.
Both of his major works, the SuMMA and the Drvrya, are world famous. Our primary concern is with the SuMMA pr AnrrHMETrcA, GroMETRIA, PRoToRTIoNI

rr PnopoRTIoNALITA , for it contains

the treatise on

bookkeeping.

In addition to a second edition of the Sunanae published in a54, the
bookkeeping section was deemed sufficiently important to have been
reprinted as a seParate unit in r5o 4. It was customary for the first editions of a book to have a sponsor underwrite the publishi.g costs. However, as testimony to the demand for these works, the publication of the
bookkeeping treatise and the second edition was financed by Paganini,
who originally printed the Sunanae in 1494.

Over the years there have been at least nine different translations of
Paciolo's Suvrnae in six languages: Dutch, Italian, German/ French, Russian, and English. The first translation of Paciolo was by , Dutchman,
Ian Ympyn Christoffels. Christoffels translated Paciolo into Dutch,
French and English in 1543. The first German translation was in r876,
the first Russian translation in fi%. The translation included in this
book is the fourth English translation of Paciolo, preceded by Christoffels in r 5$, Iohn Geijsbeek in r 9a4 and Pietro Crivelli in a9z4.In preparing this transladon, we have attempted to modernize the language
of the treatise so that the reader is unencumbered by outmoded verbiage which adds nothing to the flavor of the original and, in fact, detracts
from its readability.
Paciolo's objective in writing the Sunanae was to collect material on
mathematics and bookkeeping and put it in the hands of the Italian people, hoping that they would use it to improve their lives. Paciolo has
been called "The first experimentalist to put theory into practice."
The Suuue contains five major sections: r) arithmetic and algebra,
z) the use of arithmetic and algebra in trade and reckoni.g, 3) bookkeeping, 4 money and exchange, and 5) pure and applied geometry.
Money necessary for the initial publication of the Suuue was provided
by Marco Sanuto, a professor of mathematics. It is said that the SuMMA
was the most exhaustive and widely read mathematical work in the
whole of Italy.
The section of bookkeeping was the only publication covering this
subject until r 525, when a book was published by Giovanni Antonio
Tagliente. However, it was not until a5 j4 that Domertico Manzoni published a popular book on the sublect. This book went through six or
seven editions. Manzoni's work was little more than a revision of Paciolo. Page after page is identical, except for the removal of religious expressions and personal observations characteristic of Paciolo's writings.
In his treatise, Paciolo says that he is describi.g the method used in
Venice. Between the rzth and the r5th century, Venice was one of the
most powerful and well developed republics in western Europe. It is not
surprisi.g, therefore, that Paciolo felt that the method of Venice was to
be "recommended above all others." Undoubtedly, accounting evolved
to satisfy the needs of burgeoning Venetian commerce, just as it has responded to business needs throughout the centuries.

The treatise on bookkeeping called, "Particularis de Computis et
Scripturis," which translates "Details of Accounting and Recording," is
divided into two principal parts: The first called Inventory and the second called Disposition. In these two parts Paciolo discusses in detail
the bookkeepi.g process that we know today: Taking an inventory of
the assets of a business; recordi^g the original entries in the accountirg
records based on that inventory; recording business transactions; posti.g to the Ledger, complete with comments on posting references; preparing a trial balance to check the accuracy of the bookkeeping process;
and closing the nominal accounts through profit and loss into the capital account.
In addition to the procedural aspects of the bookkeeping process,
Paciolo was concerned with internal controls. He recommended that the
Memorandum, |ournal, and Ledger be numbered and dated, and that
their pages be prenumbered. Among other things, he recommends that
transaction documents be complete in detail, and permanently filed;
that a summary account for small business expense be kept, arguing
that separate accounts for miscellaneous expenditures would be too involved and expensive; and that the books be audited for internal check.
Although we have now abandoned the Memorandum as the book in
which business transactions should be recorded chronologically, the
overall process described by Paciolo is otherwise precisely the same as

is now performed.
In addition to the interesting aspects of the accounting process, one
is constantly reminded of his common touch. Some of the business
proverbs cited in the bookkeeping treatise make interesting reading.
For example, "Where there is no order there is chao s," "Every action is
determined by the end in view," "One who does nothing makes no
mistakes; one who makes no mistakes does not learn," "Officials do
not bother with details," "He who does business without knowing all

it sees his money go like flLes," and "Frequent accounting makes
for lasting friendship."
Directly or indirectly through the Dutch and the English, Paciolo laid
the foundation for our present accounting literature and our knowledge

about

of bookkeeping. The so-called modern aspects of the accounting process
are reflected largely by streamlined and sophisticated techniques for
data collection, its processing, and the preparation of reports. Although

one frequently finds expensive electronic equipment performing the
accounting process, the entire structure governi.g these processes is
the same as it was when Paciolo outlined it in t494. Of course, it is possible that accountants will not always adhere to the double-entry process, but they have been doing so for almost 5oo years.
A person's work is always better understood and appreciated if the
conditions under which he worked, and somethirg of the man himself,
are known. Paciolo was not only an interesting individual, but lived
during the most intellecrually exciting fifty year period prior to the zoth
century.

The Formatioe Yearsz

Although the exact date of Paciolo's birth is not known, the year a445
is thought by many to be correct. As was indicated in the translation
of the memorial plaque presented earlier, he was born in a small Italian
town, Borgo San Sepolcro, which is about 8o miles southeast of Florence. If one could in some way remove the Lambrettas and Fiats from
the streets, San Sepolcro would appear today much as it did in Paciolo's
time. It is typical of many small Italian towns, being dominated by
"
large cathedral and a public square, and surrounded by farm land.
Paciolo was born into a lower middle-class family. His father was
named Bartolomeo. The name of his mother is not known. Paciolo had
at least two brothers, one who was much older and had sons Paciolo's
a8e.

Since the family was relatively poor, Paciolo did not have a private
tutor but went to religious schools. The major religious training in Borgo
San Sepolcro was handled by the Franciscan Order. The education provided by the Franciscan friars was quite rigorous. As a youngster, Paciolo studied grammar, rhetoric (the drawing of documents and letter
writing), and dialectic (logic). In addition, he had excellent training in

'Much of the information for our discussion of Paciolo's life came from the work
by R. Emmett Taylor, No Rovnr Roep: Luca Peclorr AND Hrs Trrrars, Chapel Hill,
The University of North Carolina Press, t-942.
10

religious matters, srudying both the Bible and the teachings of St. Francis of Assisi.
As Paciolo matured he studied arithmetic, geometr!r astronomy and
music in addition to the classical literature available at the time, which
included works by Dante, Cicero, Quintalian, Isidore of Seville, and
Boethius. Paciolo was an eager srudent. Evidence of his scholarly inclinations was apparent to his teachers.
At the age of 15, boys were considered grown and ready for the responsibilities of adulthood. Paciolo was apprenticed to the family of
Folco de Belfolci, a prominent businessman and a member of one of the
artisan guilds. In the guilds, an apprentice moved in with a master
workman and lived with him during the three to eleven years of his
aPPrenticeship. Initially, the parents of the boy would pay a certain fee
to the master workman for the training, but eventually the boy became
self-supporting.
It was difficult for a young man to continue his education beyond the
age of 15, unless he was born into wealth or nobility. Books \Mere not
readily available for self study, and studying at a university was considered a luxury. Paciolo was intent upon continuing his education and
quit his apprenticeship in the guild in order to study with Piero della
Francesca. Francesca was working in Borgo San Sepolcro during the

t46o's.

It was customary in those times for artists of high reputation to have
a number of young men srudying under them. Although Francesca was
primarily an artist, he was also a mathematician. He was interested in

studying proportion and this interest was to influence Paciolo throughout his life. When he was 63 years old, Paciolo remarked in a lecrure in
Venice, "Of all arduous and difficult things . . . the most difficult is

proportion."
Paciolo was greatly influenced by Francesca. During the time that
Paciolo was studying with him, they made frequent trips to rhe town

of Urbino, approximately forty miles away. The Duke of Urbino, Federigo, had one of the finest libraries in the world, and Paciolo was given
free access to it. Federigo's fine library cost him jo,ooo gold ducats, a

small fortune. All of the books were bound in scarlet and silver and
were written with a Pen. It was said that they were so superlative that
"had there been one printed volume, it would have been shamed in

such company." This library was compared favorably with that of the
papacy and with the University of Oxford, which were supposed to be

the leading libraries of the time. Obviously, the Duke's library was
not open to the general public, and it was with considerable pride and
humility that Paciolo studied there.
Paciolo became close friends with the Duke of Urbino as well as the
Duke's only son, Prince Guidobaldo. Guidobaldo was born in r47z and
studied with Paciolo on several occasions during the latter's frequent
trips through Urbino. Paciolo dedicated his Suuue ta ". . . the most illustrious Prince Guidobaldo, Duke of Urbino . . . most learned in Greek
and Latin letters, and a very keen student of the disciplines of mathematics." This dedication is a reflection of Paciolo's fondness for the Urbino family, and probably reflects his great appreciation for the opportunities provided him by Guidobaldo's father, Federigo. It is Guidobaldo who is standing beside Paciolo in the painting reproduced in this
book.

By 1464, Francesca had developed great admiration for Paciolo and
brought him to the attention of the great architect and author, Leon Battista Alberti. Alberti took Paciolo with him to Venice. While there, Paciolo not only srudied, but acted as a house tutor for the three sons of a
wealthy merchant, Ser Antonio de Rompiasi. Paciolo lived with the
Rompiasi family and became so fond of his students that he dedicated
his first manuscript, which \ /as on the subject of mathematics, to them.
It was in the house of the merchant Rompiasi that Paciolo first taught
arithmetic and bookkeeping. These subjects were felt necessary in order
that the boys become good merchants. It is not known when Paciolo
became familiar with the fundamentals of double-entry bookkeepi.g.
Quite likely he had studied it in Borgo San Sepolcro with the master
guildsman, Belfolci. However, since Paciolo undoubtedly taught the
Rompiasi boys the Venetian method, he must have done some srudying
while he was in Venice. The treatise on bookkeeping, published in the
Sunarrae in a494, arose out of this necessity to teach the double-entry
process. It is doubtful that Paciolo ever worked as a bookkeeper.
While Paciolo was teaching the Rompiasi boys, he frequently travelled to Padua where he visited the University of Padua. This was the
first contact that Paciolo had with the University. He was unable to
break away from university life for the remainder of his career.

7.2

After the six year period with the Rompiasi family, Paciolo went to
Tuscany to work with Alberti. Paciolo was still a student, spending most
of his time studying under Alberd. Although Alberti was a successful
architect, he is better known for his written works. He wrote 17 books,
covering such subjects as architecture, painting, rules for measuring
heights, Prose and verse, a book about his family, and another contain-

ing a Latin comedy. It is no surprise that after spending many years
with Francesca and Alberti, Paciolo was an extremely well educated individual. These two men were scholars of a high order. It is said that
Alberti epitomized the thought of the early high Renaissance, just as
Leonardo da Vinci incarnated the later high Renaissance.
After working in Tuscany, Paciolo accompanied Alberti to Rome.
Alberti always was active in the church and a good friend of various
Popes. Paciolo met Paul II through Alberti. Before comirg to Rome in
a47a, however, Paciolo led the life of the gay young blade in Venice.
Although religious, he had not seriously contemplated takirg the cloth
until after meeting Alberti.
Alberti had exerted a great influence on Paciolo, encouraging him to
write in the native tongue and to teach. Soon after Alberti's death in
a472, Paciolo decided to devote his life to those two endeavors. Since
his youth, he had been close to the Franciscans. In addition, the current Pope was a Franciscan, and the Franciscans had a reputation for
teaching. It therefore seemed desirable for Paciolo to join the Order himself

.

It is apparent that this period of time, roughly the mid-r 47o's, witnessed the maturity of the young Paciolo. Paciolo was now about
3o

years old and ready to take his first university teaching job and begin
writing in earnest. The contributions made by Paciolo in the next 30
years rank him among the great of the Italian Renaissance.

The Mature Scholar

Although Paciolo was to continue studying for the rest of his life, he
had reached the point at which he felt prepared to teach others. The first
of his many teaching positions at universities was ar Perugia, starting
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in r475.It is quite possible that Paciolo got this teaching job through
the influence of Pope Sixtus. Paciolo had come to know the Pope
through Alberti when they were living in Rome. Prior to becomi.g Pope
and taking the name of Sixtus IV, Francesco della Rovere had taught at
the University of Perugia.
While at this University, Paciolo lectured on mathematics. At that
time, mathematics was new to the university curriculum. Paciolo was
the first university professor to fill a chair in mathematics. Paciolo
stressed that theory was important but was of almost no value unless it
could be put to practical use. He constantly lecrured on this theme. In
order to bring mathematics down to earth, Paciolo frequently used examples from his own personal experiences and applications from such
tields as architecture and art.
During this period, the European universities did not require students
to attend lectures, and many students would wander from one lecture
to another, depending on their whims and the reputations of the professors. The relationship between students and competent professors
was usually very close. Paciolo was well liked by his students because
of his scholarly background and his abiliry to lecture. As his students
graduated, Paciolo's reputation flourished throughout Italy.
Paciolo left Perugia in about r48o to travel and study at the various
universities in Italy. When he returned to Perugia in 1485, he had acquired the title of Magister or Master. This was the prevailing title in
the faculties of the universities and considered the equivalent of the
doctorate.
Paciolo stayed at Perugia for two years, leaving in a488 to return to
Rome. During this second term at the University of Peru Bia, Paciolo
did considerable work on his Suuue. He had started sometime around
a47o, but a major portion of it was written between r.486 and 488.

Upon his arrival in Rome, Paciolo taught mathematics at the university there until a4go.Sometime during the early r49o's he also
taught at the University of Naples. It was about this time that Paciolo
got in trouble with the Franciscan Order. Paciolo enjoyed teaching in
universities and working on his books. However, the Franciscan brothers felt that he should teach in the secular schools. The Franciscan Order
wrote several letters to Paciolo in r 49a, indicating that the Order would
use severe measures if he did not teach in the religious schools. Another
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document threatened him with excommunication and privation of office
if he did not return to Padua in eight days. Apparently Paciolo was able
to placate the Order because he continued to write and teach outside of
the secular schools. It is also possible that he had his friend, Pope Innocent VIII, intercede in his behalf.
Immediately prior to 1 494, Paciolo spent some time in Urbino working on his Suurue and prepari.g it for publication. While there, he renewed his friendship with the Duke of Urbino, Guidobaldo. The Duke
encouraged and assisted Paciolo in completing this project. The publication of the Suuue brought considerable fame to Paciolo. It was the
publication of the Sunanae that led directly to the friendship between
Paciolo and Leonardo da Vinci.

Leonardo da Vinci was working in the court of Milan in the early
t49o's. When he saw the SuMMA, he asked that Paciolo be brought to
the court of Milan to teach mathematics. Paciolo arrived in a496 to
teach in the Court. While there he taught arithmetic, geome try, and
military tactics at the University of Milan as well as in the Court. Paciolo and da Vinci became close friends , for they had common interests
and they complemented each other in their skiIls. The fact that da Vinci
was seven years younger than Paciolo did not affect this friendship.
During these three years, a496 to 1499, two classics were created by
these two men : Leonardo da Vinci painted "The Last Supp er:' and Paciolo wrote his second major book, Dr DrvrNA PnopoRrroNE.
Although da Vinci was well known during his lifedme, he did not
achieve real fame until years after his death. On the other hand, Paciolo
won fame early in his career and, because of his education and reputation, could go anywhere and meet anyone.
ln 1499, both da Vinci and Paciolo left Milan and went to Florence.
Paciolo accepted a teaching position at the University of Florence and
taught there until 15o6, with the exception of two years spent teaching
at the University of Bologna in r5o1 and t 5oz
While in Florence, Paciolo wrote a book on games entitled, ScHrreNorA, which translates literally, "begone dull care." This was a book
about games and included chess probleffis, magic squares and card
8ames.

When Paciolo left the University of Florence in r5o6,he went to the
University of Pisa where he taught Euclidian geometry. His dissatisL5

faction with the current materials available for teaching led him to prepare a new translation of Euclid's geometry into Italian.
It was in the first decade of the r5th century that Paciolo reached
the apex of his fame. Whenever he lectured in Venice, Florence, and
Pisa, he packed the lecture rooms

with some of the most famous people

of the time.
Just prior to r 5ao, Paciolo was named the head of the monastery in
Borgo San Sepolcro. However, he continued to come and go as he
pleased and took a teaching position at the University of Perugia in
a1ao. Much to the despair of his Franciscan brothers, Paciolo spent very

little time administering his responsibilities at the monastery at Borgo
San Sepolcro. In fact, the second in charge at the San Sepolcro monastery questioned Paciolo's leadership, which again placed him in disfavor in the Franciscan Order.
In r 5o8, Pope |ulius II issued a special papal bull which gave Paciolo
the right to own personal property. This rather unusual privilege did
not do much to endear Paciolo to his Franciscan brothers. However,
there is no specific evidence that Paciolo was able to accumulate any
significant amount of personal wealth.
By a5a4, Paciolo had returned to teaching. He was then about 69
years old. Pope Leo X had decided to make the faculty of the University
of Rome second to none. He brought distinguished professors from all
over western Europe, and one of these was Paciolo. Paciolo was on the
faculty roll of the University of Rome in the year 1 5a4, and this is the
last we know of him. It is possible that he died the following year, or
that he resigned to spend his declining years in a monastery or with
friends.
Paciolo stipulated in his will, prepared in r 5aa, that he be buried in
Borgo San Sepolcro and that a tomb be erected in his memory. Apparently this request was never carried out, for there is no such tomb in
this town or in its Franciscan monastery. It is quite likely that Paciolo
died in Rome or some town other than San Sepolcro, such as Florence.
If such was the case, it would have been extremely doubtful that his
body would have been transported to San Sepolcro for burial.
Paciolo had led a rich life and had achieved deserved fame during his
lifetime. His many written works, which were so widely used, represented a major contribution to his times. Translating theory into prac-
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tice and doing it in a manner which the common people could understand, made Paciolo unique among his peers.
Taylor, in his book on Paciolo's life, has an excellent comment on
this era of civilization and Paciolo's role in it.
Pacioli lived through the "Golden Age of the Renaissance," a
period which marked the apogee of what we call the finer things of
life. It challenges the imagination to visualize an age when so many
great people lived. We must envy him on a walk when, in the course
of a short distance, he was able to encounrer many men whose
names five hundred years later are familiar to the ears of every
intelligent person. We can see him chatting with the great and noble
prince, the Grand Man of Urbino; with his old master Piero, who
was shaping the art of the future; with the aristocratic and aggressive Alberti, who could play the organ, or jump over a horse, or
build a temple; with the quiet and retiring Leonardo of the flowing
beard who could tinker with a flying machine or paint a "Mona
Lisa," in short, with people in all walks of life who were eager to
improve their present and to leave something of substance to the
future. We must envy him his breadth of interest. Now he is writing
a book; now he is lecturing at the university; now he is advising
military men how to lay siege to a city; now he is struggling along
a mountain road to an inaccessible chapel to chat with some artist
about the art of perspective; now he is discussing theology with the
prelates; now he drops into a humble shop and advises the merchant
how to keep his books; now he pauses in the square to watch a football game or a horse race.

Unfortunately, the closest that we can get to this great man is to become familiar with the written works which he created during his lifetime.
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Chapter

7

Those Things N ecessary to the Succe ssful Businessmqn.
Methods of Properly Keeping a Ledger and lournal in
Venice and Elsewhere.

In addition to the subjects already dealt with in this book, I have prepared this greatly needed special treatise so that the respectful subjects
of the Duke of Urbino may have all the rules that successful businessmen require.l The present treatise is included for this reason only: It
will serve all the needs of the subjects regardirg accounts and recordi.g.
Therefore, I intend to give sufficient rules to enable businessmen to
keep all their accounts and books in an orderly fashion.
There are three things necessary to one who wishes to operate a business successfully. The most important is cash, or some equivalent eco-

nomic power. Without this, operating a business would be extremely
difficult. As the saying goes, "One thing is necessary: subsrance."
Many people throughout Italy have carried on a substantial business
with little more than good faith and, because of their ability to obtain
credit, have attained wealth. In the great republics, oaths were taken
"on the word of a good businessman," indicating the great confidence
in their integrity. This is not unusual because truly everyone is saved
by faith, without which it is impossible to please God.
The second thing necessary in business is to be a good accountant
and a ready mathematician. The regular rules and canons necessary to
each transaction are given so that any careful reader can understand
it and become proficient. The reader should understand mathematics
(as given in previous sections of the book) , for that which follows depends on such an understanding.
t It should be remembered that Paciolo
dedicated the entire Suuue to Guidobaldo,
Duke of Urbino. In several places in the Su*rua, Paciolo again mentions the Duke.
This treatise on bookkeeping is no exception.
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The third and last thing necessary is that all the businessman's affairs be arranged in a systematic way so that he may get their particulars at a glance. The debit and credit method should be used, since business is best described in this way. This is essential to businessmen, for
without systematic recording, their minds would always be so tired
and troubled that it would be impossible for them to conduct business.
Therefore, I have arranged this treatise in step-by-step fashion, pr€senting the method for recordi.g all sorts of entries. Although I cannot write all that ought to be written on the subject, a careful reader
will be able to apply the methods illustrated to his special situation.
The system employed in Venice will be adopted here , for it is certainly recommended above all others. In grasping it, the businessman
will be able to understand any other system. This work is divided into
two principal parts: The Inventory and the Disposition. I shall discuss
the former first and then the latter, followirg the order set forth in
the table of contents.
Let him who wants to know how to keep an orderly Ledger and its
Journal p"y strict attention. So that the reader may fully understand
the procedure, the case of one who is just starting in business will be
used. How to keep accounts and books will be illustrated in order that
each thing can easily be found in its proper place. If each thing is not
in its right place, great trouble and confusion would arise. As the sayi.g goes, "Where there is no order, there is chaos."
As mentioned above, a perfect model will be given to every businessman and will be divided into two principal parts. These will be
made quite clear separately so that fruitful results may be obtained

from them.
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Chapter 2
The First Part of This Treatise: The lnaentory-What
and How lt Should Be Taken by Businessmen,

lt ls

First, I assume that each businessman is working toward an end, and
that he makes use of every effort to satisfy this end. The end or objective of every businessman is to make a lawful and satisfactory profit,
so that he may remain in business. Therefore, businessmen should commence their affairs with the name of God at the beginning of every
book, always bearing His holy name in mind.
The businessman must then prepare his Inventory in the followi.g
way: First of all, he must write on a sheet of paper or in a separate book
all his worldly belongings, that is, his personal property or real estare.
He should ilways begin with the things that are more valuable and
easier to lose. These consist of such things as ready cash, jewels, and
silver. Real estate, such as houses, land, lakes, meadows, and ponds cannot be as easily mislaid as personal property. He must then record all
other things in proper order in the Inventory. However, the day, the
year, the place and his name must always be recorded first. The entire
inventory must be completed on the same day, otherwise there will be
future difficulty in managi.g the business.
I will now give you an example of how the inventory should be taken.
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Chapter 3
An Example of an lnaentory with AU lts Formalities.

In the Name of God
November 8, a49)
Venice

The followirg is the Inventory of myself of Venice, Street of the Holy
Apostles.

I

have written down systematically, or have had written by Mr.

Bookkeeper,2 all my personal and real property, as well as that which
is owed me and that which I owe on this dry.

First Item
I have cash composed of both gold and coin of so many ducats, of which
so many are gold Venetians, so many gold Hungarians, and so many
Papal, Siennese and Florentine large florins. The remainder consists of
various kinds of silver and copper coins, that is troni, marcelli, and
carlini of the Pope and of the royalty, Florentine grossi, and Milanese
testotti.

Second Item

I have so many pieces of set and unset jewels among which are many
rubies set in flat-surfaced settings and gold rings weighir,g so many
' Paciolo uses personal pronouns such as "Mr. So-and-So" throughout. We have
changed these abstract references to more familiar terms, such as "Mr. Bookkeeper"
and "Mr. Businessman."
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ounces, carats, or grains per piece or in total, (you may express this in
your own way). There are so many sapphires set for women, and so
many unset rubies weighing so much. The remainder consists of uncut
diamonds weighing in total so many points. Here you may describe the
type and weight as you desire.

Third Item

I

have clothes of so many kinds. You may describe their condition,
colors, Iinings, and styles.
Fourth Item
I have various kinds of silverware such as cups, basins, coppers, spoons,
and pegs. Carefully describe and weigh each kind separately. Keep an
account of the pieces, their weights and alloys, and whether they are
Venetian, Ragusan, etc., and the stamp or mark that may be on them.

Fifth Item

I have so much cloth and linen, such as bedsheets, tablecloths, shirts,
and handkerchiefs. Of the bedsheets, some are three-piece sheets, others two-and-one-half. There is Paduan linen3 and other kinds, new or
used and of so many arm-lengths. There are so many new or used
shirts, tablecloths of so many threads and so large, and so many small
handkerchiefs. Describe these items in your own way.

Sixth Item

I have so many new or used featherbeds,

pillows, and pillow-cases,
weighing so many pounds separately or in total, having my mark or
some other.

' It was the custom in the r5th
characteristics

century in Italy to mention any special desirable
of goods, such as geographical origin. Such a custom persists today.
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Seventh Item

I have goods of various kinds at home or in warehouses. There are so
many marked cases of mechini ginger weighing so many pounds. Describe each kind of such goods in detail by their marks. Give in the
most accurate manner their weights, numbers, and measurements.

Eighth Item

I have so many cases of bellidi ginger and so many sacks of pepper of
long or round type. There are also so many bundles of cinnamor,
weighing so much; so many cases of cloves, with casks or without,
weighing so much; so many cases of brazilwood, weighing so much;
and so many pieces of red or white sandalwood, weighing so much.
Continue entering one item after another in this way in proper order.
Ninth Item

I have skins for coverings, that is, so many white kid of such kinds as
Albertoni Pugliesi or Marchiani, so many raw or tanned Marchiani fox
skins, and so many raw or tanned chamois skins.

Tenth Item

I have very fine Armenti seal skins and various sable skins of so many
of each kind.
Carefully and truthfully describe each item in its turn. Let truth aIways be your guide. Carefully distinguish the items by numbers,
weight, or measurement, because it is customary everywhere to conduct
business in these three ways. Certain things are classed by thousands,
others by hundreds, others by pounds, others by ounces, others by
number, others by unit (as with leather goods of skins), orhers by piece
(as with jewels and fine pearls). Record each of them individually. These
examples will guide you in determining other cases.
3o

Eleventh Item

I have real estate of a house of so many stories, so many rooms, a courtyard, wells, gardens, and located on the sffeet of the Holy Apostles over
the canal, adjoining various specified places. Record the names of the
adjoinir,g properties, referring to the oldest and most reliable deeds
available. If you have houses in other localities, enter them in a similar
way.

Twelfth Item

I

have so many acres under cultivation, measuring so many taoole,
canne, partiche, or bezsolche. Enter their size and description according
to the usage in the country in which you or the lands are situated. Record their location near a certain town or somewhere else, and the persons' land which they border. Give the boundary lines, referring to
deeds of tax receipts of the municipality to which you pay taxes on the
lands. Name the tenant who cultivates the land and the yearly income
of so many bushels and so much money. Continue entering thus all
your possessions, such as cattle.

Thirteenth Item

I have so many ducats

on deposit with the Camera de l'Impresti and
other Venetian banks, so many in the district of Canareggio, or part in
one district and part in another. Give the names under which the ducats
have been deposited, mentioning the book of the bank and the page
number where your amount is stated. Give the name of the clerk who
keeps the book so that you will be able to withdraw your money readily
when you wish, because in such banks many accounts must be kept to
serve the multitude that go to them. Carefully note the dates of their
correspondence, so that you know the amount due you and what percentage they are answerable for.
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Fourteenth Item

I have so many debtors. One is Mr. Buyer, who owes me so many ducnts. Name the debtors by their full names, where they live, how much
they owe, and why. Mention whether there are written papers or notarial instruments between you. Indicate that you have so many ducats
of good money to collect, which is the money due from reliable people.
Otherwise, call their money bad.

Fifteenth Item
I have debts amounting to so many ducats. I owe so many to Mr. Seller.
Give the names of your creditors in this way one by one. State whether
everything is clear between you and if there are any written papers or
instruments. Mention the persons present when the debt was incurred,
how it was incurred, and the time and the place; all these particulars
may be necessary for any case in or out of court.
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Chapter 4
Warnings and Helpful Adoice to the
Su cce

ss

ful

Busine

ss

man.

Carefully record all personal property and real estate, item by item,
(even if there were ten thousand), enterirg their condition and nature,
and whether deposited or loaned. Every item must be systematically recorded in the Inventory with all countermarks, full names, and in as
much detail as possible. Because of the vast number of things that might
occur, transactions can never be too clear to a businessman. Right is
the proverb which says, "More skills are required to make a successful
businessman than are required to make a good lawyer."
Who can count all the things that befall the businessman-on land
and sea, in times of peace and plenty and war and famine, in times o[
health and pestilence? During these changing times, he must know
what to do in the market and at fairs, which are held here and there.
Because of this, a businessman rightly resembles a rooster which is the
most alert animal that exists, for among other things, it keeps night

vigils in winter and summer, never resting. It is said that the nightingale sings throughout the night, but this is true in the summer during
hot weather and not during winters, as experience shows.
It is said that a businessman's head has a hundred eyes, yet these are
not enough for all he has to say or to do. These things are said by those
who know, such as the Venetians, Florentines, Genoese, Neopolitans,
Milanese, Anconians, Brescians, Bergamenes, Aquileians, Sienese, Luc-

chesi, Perugians, Urbinians, Forosempronians, Cagliesi, Ugubrians,
Castellani, Borghesi, Fulignati, Pisans, Bolognese, Ferrarese, Mantuans, Veronese, Vigentians, Paduans, Trani, Lecce, Bari, and Betonti
which represent the leading commercial cities of Italy. The cities oi
Venice and Florence are the greatest of them, adopting rules and reg-
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ulations that respond to any need. As the municipal laws correctly say,
"The law helps those that are awake, not those that sleep."
In the divine offices of the Holy Church, they sing that God promised a crown to the watchful. This was Virgil's instruction to Dante, as
to his own son in Canto 24 of the Inferno, where he exhorts him to
labor, as the only means in which one can attain the mount of Virtue:
"Alas my son, it is necessary that you quit your laziness, for one does
not achieve success by lying on feathers or under quilts. He who wastes
his life in this way leaves on this earth a trace similar to that left by
smoke in the air or by foam on the wa ter." Another Italian poet admonishes us in the same way saying , "Work should not appear strange
to you , for Mars never granted victory to those that spent their time
resting ." It is also very good to quote the sage telling the lazy man ro
take the ant as an example. Paul the Aposde says that no one is worthy
of the crown except he who valiantly fights for it.
I have added these reminders for your own good, so that you will

give your affairs daily attention. Record everything that you require
d.y by day, in the manner stated in the followi.g chapters. But above

all keep God before your eyes, never forgettirg to attend to religious
meditation every morning, &s the following holy verse says: "Time is
not wasted by religious meditation any more than wealth is lost by
charity." And to this our Savior exhorts us in St. Matth€w, when he
says : " . . . seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness; and
all these things shall be added unto you."
I hope this will be sufficient instruction for the Inventorl, and for
doing similar things well.
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Chapter 5
The Second Part of This Treatise: Disposition-What Is to
be Understood by lt, Whqt lt Consists of in Business,
and the Three Principal Books of Businessnten.

Now comes the second part of this treatise, which is called Disposition.
In order to make it clear to you, I must deal with it at more length than
the first part. I will divide it into two parts: One shall deal with your
commerce in general, and the other your store in particular.
First, I shall speak of your commerce in general and the handling of

its requirements.
Immediately after taking the Inventory, three books are required for
your help and convenience: One is called the Memorandum, the second
the |ournal, and the third the Ledger. Many use only the |ournal and
the Ledger because of the smallness of their businesses. I shall speak
first of the Memorandum and subsequently of the other two, their appearance, and how they should be kept. I shall first describe the Memorandum.
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Chapter 6
The First Book, Called the Memorandum, Scrap Book, or
Household Expense Book, What Is to be llnderstood by lt,
How Entries Should be Made in lt, and by Whom.

The Memorandum , ot as it is sometimes called, Scrap Book or Household Expense Book, is a book in which the businessman records all his
transactions, large and small, in chronological order regardless of their
size. He will record in detail in this book everything bought or sold,
omitting nothing, clearly mentioning the who, what, when, and where
of the transaction, such as previously described in connection with the
Inventory. Many businessmen customarily record their Inventory in
this book. However, it is not wise to enter personal and real property
here since it passes through many hands and before many eyes.
The Memorandum is needed because of the volume of business done.
Entries should be made in it by the owner, or in the absence of the
owner , by his agents, assistants, or his women (if they know how). A
big businessman never keeps his assistants idle.
Businessmen and their assistants are frequently at fairs and markets.
Only the women or other assistants remain at home, and they can
barely write.a However, in order not to refuse customers, they must bry,
sell, or collect according to the orders left by the owner. As best they
can, they must enter every transaction in the Memorandum, describing
it in terms of the money and weights they know, noting the various
types of monies collected or given in exchange. It is not necessary to
standa rdize monies in this book, although it is required in the f ournal
and the Ledger.
*
Italian women during the r5th century rarely received formal education. They
played a secondary role in society, scarcely breaking away from household duties.
As a reflection of this, Paciolo's mother's name is never mentioned, nor is it known
whether he had a sister.
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The bookkeeper will put everything in order, and then record the
transactions in the |ournal. When the owner returns he will see all of
the transactions and record them over again if he thinks it necessary.
Therefore, for those who do a substantial business, it would be useless
trouble to record orderly and in diligently kept authentic books all
transactions as they take place.
When in the course of business, the Memorandum or other book is
filled up or has served a certain period of dme, a mark must be made
on its cover and the cover of all other books. When any book has been
used entirely, you must take another. Many businessmen in different
localities are accustomed to balancing all of their books annually even
though they have not been fiIled.
To preserve order, a mark different from that placed on the first book
must be recorded on the second, so that your transactions can be
promptly traced at any time. The date is required again for this reason.
Among the Christians it is the good custom to initially mark their
books with that glorious sign from which all enemies of the spirirual
flee, and before which all the infernal pack justly tremble: The Sign of
the Holy Cross, by which, in your early years, you commenced to learn
the alphabet. Mark the books that follow in alphabetical order, an A
for the second, B for the third, and so on, identifying the first set of
books with crosses, that is, Memorandum X, |ournal X, and Ledger X
The second set of books would be marked Memorandum A, lournal A
and so on.

All these books

must have their pages numbered for the many reasons known to the businessman. However, many say that this is not
necessary in the journal and Memorandum, because transactions are
entered chronologically in such a way that they are easy to flnd. This
is correct if daily transactions do not cover more than one page; however, many of the bigger merchants fill not one but several pages in
one d"y. If someone wished to defraud, he could tear a page out and
this fraud could not be discovered by reference to dates, because the
days would follow chronologically and the page would not be missed.
For this and other reasons, therefore, it is always good practice to number and sign each page of all business books kept in the house or in the
store.

)7

Chapter

7

The Manner in Which AU Business Books Are to
Authenticated, Why, and by Whom.

be

In the several countries where I have found it necessary to take business books, it is the good custom to present them to a certain Commerce Officer (such as the Consuls in the employ of the City of Perosa).
He should be told that these are the books in which you intend to record, or have someone else record, all your transactions. He should also
know in what kind of monies and weights the transactions will be entered, whether in units of lire and picioli, lire and grossi, ducats and
lire, florins and lire, or in ounces, tari, denari, or grains. The good businessman must always put these things down on the first page of his
book. When someone other than the one stated at the beginning of the
book is to make the entries, it is best to inform the pertinent officer.
All this will be entered in the register of the officer by the clerk, sayi.g that on a certain d"y you presented certain business books marked
with a given mark; one book called the Memorandum, the other the
Journal, and so on, of which the lirst has so many pages, the other so
many. These books would be kept by you or by your bookkeeper, excePt that in the one called the Memorandum, Scrap Book, or Household
Expense Book, all members of your family or household might enter
tran sactions.

In the name of his officer, the clerk will write all this on the first page
of your books and will attest to its truth. He will then attach the seal
of the pertinent officer which will make them authentic for any siruation in which their presentation might be required. This custom should
be fully commended, as should the places where it is observed.
Unfortunately, there are many who keep their books in duplicate,
showing one to the buyer and the other to the seller. What is worse,
they swear and perjure themselves upon them. How wrongly they act!
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However, if they must present their books to an officer they cannot so
easily lie and defraud.
These books, carefully marked and authenticated, are kept at home.
Here, in the name of Godr 1lou will record your transactions. Enter in
your Journal in an orderly way all the items in the Inventorl, in the
way that you will learn later. First, however, you must understand how
entries should be made in the Memorandum.
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Chapter I
How Entries Are to be Made in the Memorandum,
With Examples.
Anyone in your family or household can make entries in the Memorandum, Scrap Book or Household Expense Book. Consequently, one
cannot fully state how the entries should be made, because some persons might or might not understand. The common custom is this: For
example, assume that you have purchased so many pieces of cloth, say
twenty white Bresciani for twelve ducats apiece. This transaction can
be recorded as follows:
On this day, we have (or I have) bought from Filippo de Ruffoni
of Brescia, twenty pieces of white Bresciani cloth. They are stored
in Stefano Tagliapietra's vault and are of so many arm lengths
apiece, as agreed upon. They cost twelve ducats each and are marked

with a oertain number. Mention if the cloth is made of triple warpcord, four to five arm lengths square, wide or narrow, fine or medium, whether Bergamene, Vicenzan, Veronese, Paduan, Florentine,
or Mantuan. State whether the transaction was made entirely for
cash, or part only for cash and part on time. State when the balance
is due or whether payment was partly for cash and the remainder in
goods.

If payment is to be made in goods, you must specify the items given
in exchange; their number, weight, and measurement, and the price per
bushel, or pound, etc. If the transaction were on an account basis, state
the time when payment should be made (e.g. on the return of ships,
such as Barutto's ships or Flander's ships, or at the end of fairs or other
festivities, such as harvest d"y or next Easter, Christmas, Resurrection
D.y or Carnival Day). No point should be omitted in the Memorandum.
ff it were possible, everythirg that was said during the transaction
would be noted. As mentioned previously, transactions can never be
too clear to a businessman.
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Chapter 9
The Nine Wtys in Which lt ls Customary for Businessmen
to Buy. The Goods Which It ls More or Less N ecessary
to Buy on Time.
Since we are speaking of buying, note that you may commonly make
purchases in nine ways : First, in cash; second, on time; third , by the
exchange of goods; fourth, by draft; fifth, partly in cash and partly on

time; sixth, partly in cash and partly by goods; seventh, partly by
goods and partly on time; eighth, partly by draft and partly on time;
ninth, partly by draft and partly in goods. It is customary to make purchases in these nine ways.5 If you bry in some other w&1rr enter precisely what you have done in the Memorandum or have someone else
enter it.

It is customary to buy on time when you bry wheat or oats, wines,
salt, leather from butchers, and fats. In these cases, the seller promises
to give the buyer the wheat he will produce duri.g that season. Similarly, the butcher will promise you all the hearts, skins, fat, etc., which
he will obtain during that year at so much per pound for one thing and
so much for another, such as beef fat and mutton. Black and white mutton skins would be charged by the piece; oats and corn charged by
bushel or basket, depending on local custom which differs at Chiusi and
Perugia. State whether the wheat came from such places as our city San
Sepolcro, or Mercattello, Sant'Angelo, Citta di Castello, or Forli, etc.
Thus, whether entering transactions in the Memorandum for yourself or others, mention everything in full, item by item. State things
simply, just as they happened. The skillful bookkeeper will transfer
chronologically these transactions from the Memorandum to the lournal. He will do this in four, fle, or eight days, more or less, except it
t Paciolo omits a tenth, partly by cash and partly
by draft. However, he mentions

this in Chapter

19.
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is unnecessary for him to transfer all the detail to the |ournal, since references could later be made from one book to the other. Those that have
kept three books, (Memorandum, Journal and Ledger), must never enter
anything in the fournal if it has not first been entered in the Memorandum.

This should be sufficient regardirg the arrangement of the Memorandum, whether it is kept for you or for others. Note that there are
as many ways to sell as to bry. Knowing the ways of buying, you will
understand how to sell. Therefore, I need not explain ways of selling.
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Chapter 10
The Second lmportant Business Book Called the lournql,
What lt ls and How lt Must be Krpt in an Orderly Woy.

The second common business book is called the fournal, which must
bear the same mark that is on the Memorandum and have its pages
marked as specified for the Memorandum. Always place the date and
dry at the beginnirg of each page, and then enter consecutively all the
items of your Inventory.
Since the |ournal is your private book, you may state fully what
you own in personal or real property, always referring to the pertinent
inventory documents. These are usually kept in some chest, box, on a
string, or in a pouch as is customary with letters and trifles. The different journal entries ought to be entered and arranged in a neat and systematic way, neither superfluously nor too briefly, 4s the following few
examples

will

show.

First of all, though, 1,ou should note the necessity of two expressions
necessary to keeping a |ournal, which are used according to the custom
of the great city of Venice.
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Chapter

1'1,

The Two Expressions Used in the lournal, Especially in
V enice: One Called Per, and the other A, and
What ls to be Understood by Them,

There are two unique expressions used in the |ournal: One is called
Per and the other A, each having a meanirg of its own.
Per always indicates a debit, one or more as the case may be.
.4 denotes a credit/ one or more as the case may be.
An ordinary item is never entered in the fournal (which will be later
posted to the Ledger) unless it contains the two expressions. The expression Per rs put at the beginni^g of each entr!, because the debit
must always be described first; and then, immediately after, A and the
credit. One is separated from the other by two small slanting parallel
lines " ll/' as you will note in the example given in Chapter rz.s
u

Subsequent authors on bookkeeping used the same construction for journal entries as did Paciolo. However, they changed Per to "from" and A to "to." As can
be seen in the next chapter, w€ have forsaken both in preference to common debit
and credit usage. Paciolo's entries appear as in this example: Per Cash I I A Capital.
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Chapter 72
How to Enter and Arrange ltems in the lournal by Means
of Debit and Credit Entries, With Many Examples, The Two
Other E*pressions Llsed in the Ledger, the One Called Cash and
the Other Capital, and What is to be llnderstood by Them.

In the name of God enter in the |ournal the first item of your Inventorl,
which is the quantity of money that you possess. In order to know how
to enter this Inventory in the ]ournal and Ledgerr lou must make use
of two other terms; one is called Cash, and the other Capital. Cash
means the money on hand. Capital means the entire amount of what
you now

Possess.

At the beginni.g of all business |ournals and Ledgers, Capital must
always be entered as a credit and Cash always as a debit. In the management of any type of business, Cash may never have a credit balance,
but only debit (unless it balances) .If , in balancing your book, you find
that Cash has a credit balance, an error in the book is indicated. Cash
must always be entered in the fournal in the following way:
Examples fo r Making fournal Entries.
8 th day of November, MCCCCLXXXXIII, in Venice.

First

Debit Cash, credit Capital of myself, Mr. BusinessAt present I have cash in a certain place, consisting

:

't

t-

0)

a

.Fa

2€

+,

.Fl

-(,

mar1.

of gold, coin, silver, and copper of various coinage as
shown on the first sheet of the Inventory, in total so

o
a
+,

many gold ducats and so many ducafs in coin. In our .Uo
t-.
Venetian money all is valued in gold, that is, z4 grossi U
for each ducat and 3z picioli for each grosso, and so
many gold lire.
V

alue:

L., (lire) 5.. (soldi) G.. (grossi) P., (picioli)
' Paciole suggests that when the debit entry is posted to the Ledg€r, a vertical
line be drawn to the left of the journal entry. When the credit is posted, a "credit
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Record the second item as follows:
Second

Debit fewels of various kinds, credit Capital for so
many mounted rubies weighing so much, so many unset sapphires, rubies, and diamonds, etc., as they appear
in the above Inventory. Record these values at current
prices, the rubies worth so much, etc., and continue
stating at current prices each kind which in total amount
to so many ducats,
Value:
L.

,5,

,G,

,P,

If you have already named the day, the debit and the credit, and if
no other item is entered in between, for brevity you may record: "On
this same day, debit ditto, credit ditto."
Third

Debit Silverware, credit Capital for'the several kinds of

silver in my possession at present: So many basins,

so

many coppers/ so many cups/ so many pegs, and so many
spoons, weighing so much in total.
V alue:
L,
s.
G.
,P.

In maki.g entries in the |ournal, record all the pertinent details you
described in the Inventory, giving each thing a customary price for your
own personal knowledge. Make the prices high rather than low. If it
seems to you that somethirg is worth zo, put it down at z4;so that you
will make a larger profit. You will enter everything in this w&1rr one
by one, with its respective weight, number, and value.
Fourth

Debit Woolen Clothes, credit Capital for so many
clothes of certain styles and colors, lined, in new or used
condition, etc., for myself, my wife, or my children. I
give the total value in ducats, in accordance with the current price. For cloaks and all the other clothes, I enter so

many of a certain color, etc.
Value:
L.

,5,

,G.

P,

posting line" be drawn to the right of the journal entry. The two numbers at the
left of the debit posting line are the folio references giving respectively, the Ledger
page number of the debit and credit entry. Paciolo describes this posting process
in detail in Chapter 14.
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Fif th

Debit Linen, credit Capital for so many bedsheets, etc.,
recording the number and value for everything shown in

the Inventory.
V

alue:

L..

Sixth

s.

G.

,P,

Debit Featherbeds, credit Capital for so much in feathers. Put down their number, value, and the necessary de-

tail shown in the Inventory.
V

alue:

L.. ,5,
Seaenth

G.

,P,

Debit Mechini Ginger, credit Capital for the number
of cases and their current value in ducafs as contained in
the Inventory.
V

alue:
L.

s.

,G,

,P.

Continue in this way to enter all the other items, makirg a separate
entry for each different lot as was done for the ginger, giving the current prices of each, their number, markings, and weights as shown in
the Inventory. Indicate the kind of money you want for each item. However, when summing the values only one kind of money should appear,
since it would not be proper to total different kinds.
Close each journal entry by drawing a line from the end of the last
word of the explanation of the entry to the figures obtained. You will
do the same in the Memorandum, drawing a single diagonal line
through each entry in this manne t, " f ," showing that the item has been
entered in the lournal. Should you not wish to draw this line through
the en ff! r mark through the first letter at the beginning of the ertrl,
or the last letter at the end. In any event, use some sign by which you
understand that the item has been transferred to the fournal.
Although you may use various expressions and signs, you must nevertheless attempt to use those common to other businessmen, so that
you will not appear deficient in the usual business customs.
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Chapter 13
The Third and Last Principal Business Book Called the
lt Is to be Krpt Double With lts lndex,
or Single Without.

Ledger. How

After all the transactions in the |ournal have been entered in an orderly
manner, you must post them to the third book called the Ledger. The
Ledger usually contains twice as many pages as the |ournal. It should
contain an Alphabet or Repertorlr or as some call it, an Index (the
Florentines call tt Stratto). Enter in the Index all debits and credits in
alphabetical order, together with the numbers of their respective pages:
Those names that begin with the letter A, on the page mark ed A, and
so on. It will be best to assign the marks to the pages of the Ledger that
correspond to those that appear on the Journal and Memorandum.
Having numbered the pages of the Ledger and placed the dare at the
top at the right and left margin, enter Cash as a debit on the first page,
as it is in the |ournal. Reserve the entire first page for Cash; do not
enter anything else as a debit or credit, because cash entries are more
numerous than all others. This is because money is almost continuously
being received or withdrawn, therefore, it needs much space. The Ledger must be ruled with as many lines as there are kinds of money which

you intend to enter. If you enter lire, soldi, denari; and picioli, draw
four lines. In front of the lire draw another line in order to record the
page number of the related debit and credit entries. In front of all these
lines draw two more wherein the dates may be entered for each entry.
As was seen in the other books, this will assist in findirg the entries
quickly. This book shall also bear the Sign of the Cross.
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Chapter 74
Posting Entries from the lournal into the Ledglr, and Why
f or Each Entry in the lournal There Are Two Made in the
Ledger, Hout Entries in the lournal Should be Cqncelled.
The Two Ledger Page Numbers Which Are Placed
in the Mqrgin of Each Entry.

Each of the entries made in the Journal must be posted twice in the
Ledger, one to the debit and the other to the credit. In the fournal, the
debit is indicated by Per and the credit by A. You must have an enrry
for each of them in the Ledger, the debit entry on the left side, and the

credit on the right. In the debit posting, indicate the page number
where the respective credit entry is to be found. Similarly, the credit
entry must state where the related debit entry is to be found. A11 the
items in the Ledger are cross referenced in this *&y, and you must never
post a transaction to the debit without posting the related credit, nor
must you ever make a credit entry without its respective amount being
ready to be entered as a debit. The balanci.g of the Ledger depends on
this.

The books cannot be closed unless the debits equal the credits. In
other words, if all the debit entries were added on a separate sheet (even
if there were ten thousand), and the credit entries were summed, the
total of one should equal the total of the other. If it appears otherwise,
some error has been made in the Ledger. This will be explained fully

in Chapter 32, which deals with the trial balance. Since two postings
are made in the Ledger for each entry in the |ournal, draw two lines
flanking the journal entry. If you post the debit first, draw a vertical
line at the left of the journal entry. This shows that it has been debited
in the Ledger. When the credit entry is posted, draw a vertical line to
the right of the journal entry. h is possible to post the credit entry immediately or later, for the bookkeeper often is able to make two or three
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entries on the same pa8e, thus avoiding comirg back to write on that
same Ledger page later.
These two lines will appear as is shown in the margins by the first
Cash entry in Chapter rz. One is called the debit posting line and the
other the credit posting line.
In the left margin at the side of the journal entry, 1,ou must write
down two numbers, one under the other. The top number indicates the
Page of the Ledger to which the debit was posted, the lower one denotes
the pages of the Ledger to which the credit entry was posted. In the
Cash entry in Chapter

rz,

itis show n!.,without

a

line between the num-

bers. Some bookkeepers customarily place a line betwee
is not
"+.This
important, but it certainly looks better without the dividing
line, for the
figures do not appear broken or separated. The figure tta't means that
Cash was debited on the first page of the Ledger. Capital was credited
on the second page of the Ledger.
The closer the credit is posted to the debit, the nicer it will look. However, it really does not make any difference where the credit is posted.
Because an entry of a different date is sometimes placed between the
debit and credit entries in the Ledger, it may not look well. Difficulty
may also be caused when searching for the related entries (as he who
has tried knows). Since everything cannot be fully explained here, you

must guide yourself with native ingenuity. However, always try in
the Iournal to place the credit followi.g the debit on the same line or
on the line immediately followirg; do not enter anything else in between. The same d*y that sees the origin of the debit also sees the credit.
For this reason, place the one entry as near as possible to the other.
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Chapter 75
The Way in Which Cash and Capital Entries Should be
Posted in the Ledger. The Dqte Which ls Written at the

of the Page According to Ancient Custom. Changing
the Date. How to Arrange the Space on the Pages
for Small and Large Accounts in Accordance With the
Requirements of the Business.
T op

Now that you have been instructed in these things, the first entry of
Chapter t-z shall be posted to the Ledger, debiting Cash and crediting
Capital. But first, write down the year in the Ledger using Roman numerals: MCCCCLXXXXIII. It is not customary to put the day at the
toP of the Ledger as is done in the fournal. This is because one account
in the Ledger will cover several days, and therefore you cannot observe
chronological order for days by putting them ar the top. The d"y is
recorded in the body of the entry. The reason for this will be explained
more fully in Chapter 16.
When the entry pertains to a different year from that shown at the
top of the page, record the year just before the entry. This happens only
when books are not balanced and transferred at the end of each year.
This is necessary only in the Ledger, AS is shown below. tlse the ancient
letters in makitg this ent{, if only for the sake of more beauty (dthough it does not matter).
Therefore, post it this way:

lesus . . ., MCCCCLXXXXIII.
Debit Cash on November 8th, credit Capital for cash of different
kinds in gold and other coins, page 2.
L,

,s.

G.

,P.

Having already given the description in the |ournal, you need nor
be lengthy

in the Ledger. At the beginning of a page stare everything
5a

fully, but in subsequent entries on the same page just sa,! r "On a certain day, debit Cash, page . . .,credit Capital, L. .,, 5., ., G, . ., p., .,,
After posting the entrl, draw the "debit posting line" as explained
in Chapter rz. Then enter Capital (o, the credit side) as follows:
I esus

MCCCCLXXXXIII,

Credit Capital, of my own, on November 8th, debit Cash for cash
of different kinds in gold and other coins, page 1.

L,,,r5,.,rG,,,rP,,,.

It is sufficient to be brief in making this entry. If other items are to
be entered in the same account until the page is complete, it will be
sufficient to use the word "ditto" when dates remain the same or when
accounts do not change. I will give you an example at the end of this
treatise.

Continue expressing yourself briefly in this manner, especially in
those things which are private to you (that is, those rhings about which
you do not have to give an account to anyone). However, for those
things about which an account must be given to others, b. more descriptive, even though you can always rely on the explanations found
in the ]ournal.
After having done these things, the credit posting line may be inserted in the |ournal. In the left margin, next to the entry, place the
page numbers where the debit and credit entries are to be found, the
debit above and the credit below. Immediately enrer the debit and credit
account in the Index, each under its own letter. Cash will be placed under the letter C as follows, "Cash, page r-." Place Capital also under C,

"Capital of my own, page 2." In this w&1lr continue entering in the
Index all debit and credit accounts under their respective letters, in aIphabetical order. When this is done, the accounts can easily be located
in the Ledger.
Note that if the Ledger were lost for any reason, such as robbery,
ftre, or shipwreck, but either of the other two books remain (the Memorandum or the |ournal), lou would always be able to make up another
Ledger containirg the same entries on the same pages as was in the lost
book. This is especially true if the two Ledger page numbers of the
debit and credit entry have been posted in the |ournal beside the journal
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entry. By using a little ingenuiry, you will be able to reproduce your
Ledger. This is sufficient instruction for the posting of this entry.
For the entry in the |ournal which refers to ]ewels, post it to the
Ledger in its proper place, writing the date at the top of the page {providing the date has not already been written down for a previous entry).
Sometimes, when the bookkeeper knows that the space is sufficient to
contain two or three accounts, he will enter them on the same page. In
this case the date would already appear. Consequently, these accounts
will require smaller space than accounts which have a large number of
entries. When many like transactions occur, the whole page is customarily used. As previously mentioned, this is the case with Cash and
Capital.

Having found the proper place in the Ledger, posr the debit entry on
the left.

,

"

Tll'J ;Y.t,: TtT ,I

* n ffi illil"

il;

Ti

:

: ",:::;i':;

many mounted rubies, so many sapphires, so" many unset rubies,
and so many uncut diamonds which I value by current prices at
so many ducats, page 2.
L,

s.

G.

,P.

Then draw the debit posting line in the |ournal. Next go to Capital
and post the credit entry in brief, entering it under the entry already
posted to Capital:

on the same dry, credit Capital, debit Jewels of many kinds
they appear on page 3.

L.,,,5,

G,

as

, P.

After this draw another line cancellirg the credit side of the entry in
the |ournal. Place in the left margin the numbers of the rwo pages of
the Ledger in which you have made these entries. If the debit entry
were posted on page three, Capital will still appear on page two until
this page is full. After page two is completed, post the entry to a ne\ry
Page before transferring any other journal entry to the Ledger. This
Process is explained in Chapte r 28. The above example will guide you
for this and similar entries.
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After posting the entries to the Ledger and referencing the postings
in the |ournal, place "|ewels" in the Index at once. Gioe (jewels) will
appear under the letters G or Z, depending on how it is pronounced. In
Venice, it is customarily placed under Z (Zioe), while in Tuscany, under
G. Therefore, you may place it under whichever you desire.
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Chapter 16
How Entries Relating to Merchandise Should be Posted
to the Debit qnd Credit in the Ledger,
You will be able to transfer easily from the Inventory to the |ournal
four items of your personal goods; silver, linen, featherbeds, and clothi.g. These items of Inventory are not taken from the Memorandum,
for the reasons stated in Chapter 6. The entries to be made in the Iournal, the debit and credit posting in the Ledger, and the referencing of
the accounts in the Index, I will leave to your ingenuity.
Only the seventh item of the Invent ory , mechini ginger, will be entered in the fournal and in the Ledger. This should be sufficient instruction to enable you to record all other items relating to your merchandise.

Always keep in mind numbers, weights, measurements, and values, in
accordance with the different ways that it is customary to do business

in Rialto, and different geographical locations. It is not possible to give
you full examples of all such transactions, but from the few which are
given here, you will be able to handle any special cases. If you were
to require me to give you an example of the way in which business is
transacted in Trani, Lecce, Bari, Betonto, in Marca and in our Tuscany,
includi.g the names of merchandise, weights, measurements, brands,
etc., this volume would be too large. On the contrerl, I intend to conclude it with brevity.
In order to enter the ginger in the Journal, say as follows:
Debit Mechini Ginger in bulk or packages (you may say it as you

like), credit ditto (by which is understood Capital, beoause it has
already been mentioned in the entry immediately preceding, in
which you entered the second item, pertaining to |ewels). I possess
on this dry so many packages weighing so many pounds. They
have a current value per hundred, or by the pound, of so many
ducats, the total of which amounts to r"

?::: ,O;,t::: Jir::;.

..
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After entering it in the )ournal in this manner, cancel it in the Memorandum or Inventory as was done for the other items. For this entry
and all others in the |ournal, always place two entries in the Ledger, the
first as debit and the second as a credit. In posting the debit entry from
the |ournal to the Ledger, proceed in this way: First, always place the
year at the top of the page if it is not already there, but not the day.
It is not customary to put down the day at the beginnirg of pages of
the Ledger, because on the same page there may appear several debit
and uedit entries which belong to the same year but refer to differenr
days and months. Even if on the same page there were only one cash
or some other kind of entry, the dry appearirg at the top of the page
would be of no use. This is because it is necessary to write down the
various transactions that take place by their different days and months.
It is for this reason that businessmen never put down the day at the
top of the pages in Ledgers, since they do not see the least justification

for it.
Debit the Ledger as follows:
Debit Mechini Ginger in bulk, or so many packages, on November 8th, credit Capital for so many packages weighing so many
pounds, in my store or at my house, which according to current
prices I value at so many ducats per hundred, the total of which
amounts to so many ducats, page 2.
L,

,s.

G.

, P,

Then cancel this entry on the debit side of the |ournal. Then make
the credit posting to Capital.
On the same d^y, credit Capital, debit Mechini Ginger, in bulk
or packages, page 3.
L,
s.
P,
,G,

After it has been so entered, you shall cancel the entry on the credit
side of the |ournal and write down in the left margin of the fournal
the numbers of the respective pages of the Ledger, one above the other.
Place the three above and the two below, because the debit enrry is
posted on page 3, and the credit entry on page z ofthe Ledger.You will
immediately enter it in the Index under its respective letter, which may
be G or some other letter for the reason given in the precedi.g chapter.
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Chapter L7
The Keepins ,f Accounts With Public Offices,
and the Municipal Loan Bank in Venice,

Which ls Goaerned by Districts.

I will not give you additional rules regarding other items such as leather
goods for coverings, tanned , raw, or fine. Enter them one by one in the
)ournal and Ledger, carefully writing down and cancelling everything
in proper order without forgetti.g anything. The businessman must
understand things better than the butcher.
If you carry on business with the Venetian Municipal Loan Bank, ot
other banks as in Florence or the Mo nte delle Dote in Genoa, or other
offices or bureaus, you should always keep your accounts very carefully. Have good written evidence of debits and credits in the handwriting of the clerks. Carefully remember this advice for reasons which
I will explain to you later in the chapter on documents and letters.
These offices often change their clerks. Since each likes to keep the
books in his own way, he always blames the previous clerks for not
keeping the books in good order. They are always trying to persuade
you that their way is better than all the others. For this reason, they
sometimes mix up the accounts of these offices in such a way that they
do not correspond with anything. It will be a woeful experience if you
have anything to do with these people. Therefore, deal as carefully with
them as you would with those at home, and have a chief watch your
employees at the store. Though they all may show ignorance, perhaps
they carry out their work in good order.
You will be able to keep accounts in this way with the Gabellari and
Datiari (revenue officers) regardi.g such things as you bry and sell,
plant and grow, etc. It is customary in Venice for people to keep large
accounts through the Offices of Exchange : Some at 1 fo, some at 27o,
and some at 47o.
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Mention the particular broker's book through which the business
transaction was made, and also the special mark which he has in his
book: The book (called Chiamans in Venice) is that in which a record
is kept of any business transactions at the Office. Each broker has a
book, or a place in some book, in the Office in which he keeps a record
of all the business transactions which he has had with citizens or foreigners. If the broker should not carry out his work properly, he would
be penalized and dismissed.
The High Signoria of Venice punishes them and their clerks who do
harm. I remember many who in past years were severely punished. It
is right to have an officer whose sole duty is to oversee all these offices
and determine whether the books are well or poorly kept.
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Chapter 18
How to Keep Your Accounts With the Office of Exchange
in Venice, Hour to Make Entries Relating Thereto

in the Memorandum, lournal, and Ledger.
lnforntation About Loans.

When you want to do business with the offices, debit the Municipal
Loan Bank so much per cent on all kinds of Capital deposited with them,
noting the pertinent district. Do similarly for the amount of your daily
sales for there are many transactions made for you and for others. Carefully note to whom the goods are sold and their places of business, as
do those people who know and who are familiar with the customs of
the Rialto. When you withdraw funds, always credit the bank, day by

d"y and district by district.
In doing business with the Office of Exchange, keep the account in
the following manner: When you bry any merchandise through their
brokers, credit the Office z7o, 3%, or 4% of the whole amount, and
debit it to the particular merchandise obtained. It is necessary that the
buyer always retain the proper percentage from the seller, in cash or
otherwise, as the Office does not concern itself with anything except
the amount to which it is entitled. The brokers make a report of the
transaction (how, for what, and with whom it was made) in order to
have clear evidence in case any question should arise.
A common proverb says: "One who does nothing makes no mistakes; one who makes no mistakes does not learn."
If the parties wish to settle any question, they would examine the
record of the transaction made by the broker. To this record, according
to public decree, full faith is given as to a public document made by
"
notary. The Office of the Consuls very often issues its judgments according to it.
Therefore, when you bry anythitrB, you must always know the
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brokerage due the Exchange. Withhold one-half of this from what is
due to the seller (the seller's share). For example, if the particular merchandise that you bry is subject to a 4o/o payment to the Office (at
per public decree of the Republic), retain z"to of what you have ro pay

the seller. Having deducted that amount, he will receive the balance
due him. You then owe the Office for the entire brokerage due them,
debiting the amount to the goods you have purchased, and crediting
the Office in your Ledger.s The Office, &s I have said, is not concerned
with the seller, but with the purchaser.
The buyer has the right to withdraw merchandise from official warehouses in proportion to the brokerage paid to the Exchange. Whether
it is desired to withdraw goods daily or in another fashion, the amounr
to be taken must be verified by the books kept at the counters.
So as to know how much merchandise they can take out, businessmen must keep a careful account with the Office. They are not permitted to withdraw more than the proportionate percentage of the brokerage paid (unless they have paid extra brokerage to the Office).
I will give you an example of these purchases and how transactions
with the Office must appear in the |ournal and in the Ledger.
First, express yourself in the Memorandum as follows:

I (or we), or the day above mentioned, have purchased from Mr.
Giovanni Antonio, of Messina, so many loaves and boxes of Palermo sugar weighing (without boxes, wrappitrgs, ropes, and straw)
so much, at so many ducafs per hundred, amounting in total to so
many ducats,I deduct Mr. Giovanni Antonio's share of the brokerage due the Exchange at the rate of so much per cent, so many
ducats, grossi, picioli. tvlr. Giovanni de Gaiardi was the broker.
Net value totals so many ducats, grossi, picioli, paid in cash.
The same transaction would be entered in the ]ournal in the follow-

irg manner:

Debit Palermo Sugar, cr,edit Cash. The oash was paid to Mr. Giovanni Antonio of Messin a, for so many boxes and so many loaves
*

For example, 3-ssume_ goods cost roo lire. The goods would be debited with gg
lire (net of the seller's share of the brokerage), urd-the seller credited with 98 lire.
The second entry-would debit the goods with 4lire, and credit the Office witf,
4lire
(the seller's and buyer's share of the brokerage).
,^

6o

weighing (without boxes, wrappers, ropes, and straw) so much,
at so many ducats per hundred, amounting in total to so many ducats. I deduct Mr. Antonio's share of the brokerage due the Exchange at the rate of so much per cent, so many ducats, etc., leaving the net amount of so many ducats. The broker was Mn. Giovanni de Gaiardi. V alue:

L,,, r5,,. rG.,, rP..,,
In the Ledger make the entries as follows:
Debit Palermo Sugar on a certain d"y, credit Cash. Paid cash
to Mr. Giovanni Antonio, of Messina, for so many boxes and
loaves, weighing net, so much, at so many ducats per hundred,
which amounts to so many ducats, page 1.

L,,,,5,

,G,,,,P,

Credit Cash with a like amount in the opposite manner. Always credit
the Exchange with twice the amount which you retain from the price
paid to the seller: The commission due by him together with your equal
share.

After recording this, make another entry immediately, crediting rhe
Office with the total commission and debiting the merchandise. This is
a sufficient example for purchase by cash. Now consider a transaction
made partly by cash and partly on time.
First, in the Memorandum, sey as follows:
By cash and on time, on a certain d"y, I have purchased from
Mr. Giovanni Antonio, of Messina, so many loaves of Palermo
Sugar, at a net weight of so much, at so many ducats per hundred, amounting in total to so many ducafs. I deduct his share of
the brokerage due to the Exchange at so much per cent, so many
ducats. As part payment, I have paid so many ducats, and for the
rest I shall have time to pay until the end of August next. The
broker was Mr. Giovanni Gaiardi. Value totals so many ducats,
grossi, picioti.

You need not have a written copy containing the terms of the transaction, because the broker's record at the Office is sufficient. However,
as a precaution, some people require it.
The entries shall appear in the f ournal as follows:
First, credit Giovanni Antonio for the total amount, and then debit

6r

him for the amount which he has already received. Second, record the
entry describing the original transaction.
Debit Palermo Sugar, on November 8th, credit Mr. Giovanni Antonio, of Messina, for so many loaves, weighing net so much, at
so many ducafs per hundred, making a total of so many ducats. I
deduct his share of the brokerage due the Exchange at so much per
cent, so many ducats, leaving the net balance of so many ducats, of.
which I now pay so much, and the balance due at the end of next
August. The broker was Mr. Giovanni Gaiardi. Value:

L,,. r5,,. rG,,, rP,,,,

Immediately after, credit the Office of Exchange for the commission
due it.
Debit Palermo Sugar, credit Office
above mentioned, so many ducafs at
for my share, and so much per cent
share, amounting in total to so many

of Exchange, for the amount
the rate of so much per cent
for Mr. Giovanni Antonio's
ducats, grossi, picioli. V alue:

L... r5,,, rG,., rP,..,
For the cash payment, debit him and credit Cash in the Iournal
follows:

as

Debit Giovanni Antonio, of Messina, credit Cash. Paid cash to
him as par,t payment for Palermo Sugar, and so on according to
the terms of the transaction, so many ducats, as it appears on his
receipt written in his own handwriting. V alue:

L,..,5,

G,..,P,

The debit of the purchase transaction shall appear in the Ledger

follows:
Debit Palermo Sugar on November 8, credit Giovanni Antonio,

of Messina, for so many boxes and loaves, weighing so much net,
at so many ducats per hundred, amounting to so many ducats, net

of brokerage, due the Exchange, page

4.
L,

s.

G,

,P,

The same item shall be credited in the Ledger as follows:
Credit Mr. Giovanni Antonio, of Messina, on November 8th,
debit Palermo Sugar for so nlany loaves, weighing so much net, at
6z

as

so many ducafs per hundred, amounting to so many ducats, net of
brokerage due to the Exchange, of which I must now pay so many
ducats, and the balance at the end of next August. The broker was

Mr. Giovanni

de Gaiardi, page 4.
L,

s.

G.

,P,

For the cash payment, post the debit to the Ledger as follows:

Debit Mr. Giovanni Antonio, of Messina, on November 8th,
credit Cash. Paid cash to him as part payment on sugar which I
received from him according to our agreement as is shown by his
own handwriting in his book, page 1.

L..,,5,.,,G...,p.,.,

The brokerage account of the Exchange shall appear

in the Ledger

as follows:

Credit Office of Exchange, November 8th, debit Palermo Sugar.
Sugar was purchased from Mr. Giovanni Antonio, of Messina, at
so much per hundred, amounting to so many ducats, The broker
was Mr. Giovanni de Gaiardi, page, etc.
L,

,5,

,G,

,P.
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Chapter 19
How to Make the Entries in Your Principal Books for the
Payments Which Hazte to be Made by Draft
or Through the Bank.

The foregoing should be sufficient to guide you for purchases, whether payment is made:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
t r-.

r,z.
t

3.

r.4.

Wholly in cash,
Wholly through the bank,
Wholly by draft,
Wholly by goods,
Wholly on time,
Partly cash and partly through the bank,
Partly in cash and partly by draft,e
Partly cash and partly goods,
Partly in cash and partly on time,
Partly through the bank and partly by draft,
Partly goods and partly through the bank,
Partly through the bank and partly on time,
Partly goods and partly by draft,
Through any other combination of the bank, cash, draft, and
goods.

It is customary to make purchases in all these ways. Enter them first
in the Memorandum, then in the fournal, and finally in the Ledger.
When you make a payment partly through the bank and partly by
draft, deliver first the draft and then settle through the bank. This is
much safer. Many observe this precaution even when payment is to
n
This alternative was not contained in the listing in Chapter 9 of the nine customary ways to make purchases. Paciolo also omits from this listing items 7 and 8
in Chapter 9 (partly goods and partly on time, and partly by draft and partly on

time).
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be made partly by cash, instead of first settling the balance through the

bank. If you make payments partly through the bank, partly goods,
partly by draft, and partly cash, debit the seller with the total of these
and credit the individual items, each in its own place. If you should
purchase by any other method, handle the transactions in a similar way.
Now that you understand the procedure for purchasing, you will also

understand what to do when selling to others. In this latter case, debit
the different buyers, and credit your merchandise. Debit Cash if you

get money or Drafts if you get drafts in payment, and credit Drafts
when they are paid by the bank. That is how to handle those transactions in an orderly manner. Referri.g again to the discussion on purchases, credit the purchaser with all which he gives you in payment.
This will be sufficient instruction on this subject.
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Chapter 20
The W ell Known and Peculiar Entries in Business f or
Trading and Partnership and How They Should be Entered

in the Business Books. Simple Tradings and Dates,
Then Complex Tradings, Examples of Each in the
Memorandum, lournal, and Ledger.

Certain peculiar and well known entries

will now be illustrared. In

it is desirable to arrange some of these separately from the
others, so that their respective profits and losses can be readily seen.
These entries cover tradings, partnerships, journeys made on your behalf, your own private journeys, commissions received from others,
drafts or bills of exchange, and store accounts. In what follows, I will
tell you clearly about these accounts, and how to enter them in your
books in an orderly w&1lr so that you make no mistake in your affairs.
First, I shall show you how to enter a trade.
Trades are usually of three kinds, simple, complex, and on time.
Therefore, no matter how you record a trade in your books, describe it
first in detail in the Memorandum, how it was carried out and whether
it was made through a broker.
After it has been described in this w&y, place a money value on the
particular goods in accordance with the current value of the things you
have given. Use whatever kind of money you desire in the Memoranbusiness

It

does not matter which you choose, because the bookkeeper
later transfers the entry to the ]ournal and Ledger and reduces the
amount to the standard money which you have adopted.
If you do not enter the value of the things you have uadedr 1,ou cannot, without great difficulty, learn from the books and accounts what
your profit or loss is.
You may desire to keep specific account of the goods received in trade,
for this will enable you to know how much profit or loss was made on

dum.
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each seParate lot. This would help you know which were the best trans-

actions.

You also may keep all similar goods under one account. For example,
some ginger, and you received some more through
a trade, make the entries in the f ournal as follows:

if you already have

Debit Bellidi Ginger in bulk or pack&ge, credit Sugar, of a certain
kind, so many packages, weighing so much. Ginger was received
in exchange for sugar in this manner: I valued the sugar at z4 ducats per hundred, provided that I would receive one-third payment
in cash. I valued the ginger at so many ducats per hundred for
which I should give so many loaves of sugar, weighing so muoh,
worth zo ducafs per hundred if paid for in cash. For the said ginger,
Mr. Trader received so many loaves of sugar. v alue:

L,,,,5.,,,G,,,,P,,,,

If you do not always know the exact number of loaves of sugar
which you have given for the ginger, do not be concerned. In the following entry you may correct that which is short. Since you know
exactly the weight and the money value of sugar, the number of loaves
can be corrected in the Cash entry. It is not always possible to keep
account of all small details.
With regard to whatever cash you received, debit Cash and credit
Sugar in the followirg manner:

Debit Cash, credit Sugar. I received cash in trade from Mr.
Trader, for a certain number of loaves of sugar, weighing so much.
V alue:
L,

s.

,G,

P.

If you do not want to keep separate accounts, similar items should
immediately be recorded in the ]ournal under the Merchandise Account.
However, if you want to keep a separate account in the |ournal, make
the entry this way:
Debit Bellidi Ginger receiyed in trade from Mr. Trader, credit
Sugar, etc. (state here everythirg, continuing as before).

In the Ledger, then, there would be separate accounts. This should
suffice for other trades, which you will be able to handle without further
explanation.
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Chapter

2-1,

The Well Known Account Called Partnership.

Another well known account deals with partnership or ioint venrures.

A joint relationship may exist for any reason with other people in any
trade, such as cloth, silks, spices, cotton, dyes, and exchanges. These
partnership capital accounts must be entered separate from your own
in each of the three books.
In the Memorandum, after writing the date at the top, state in a simple way all the details of the partnership. Such a statement should include the terms and conditions of the partnership, referring to documents or other instruments that might have been made between the
partners. It should set forth:
t.
z.
j.
4.

How long the partnership is intended to exist.
Its objectives.

S.

The employees or apprentices to be employed.
The partners' shares.
How much each invests in the business (and whether in goods

6.

The debits and credits assumed by the partnership.

or cash).

You should, one by one, credit each of the partners for the amount
which he contributes to the business, debiting Cash with the same
amount if you keep the account among your own. But if you keep this
Cash account separate from your own, you will be able to carry on partnership business more clearly. This is particularly true if you are the
head of the business, in which case you should have a separate set of
books.

It would facilitate things for you if you could keep accounts in the
all the others. I will
show how you must enter them concisely in your Memorandum, and
same books, opening new accounts separate from
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then in your own Journal and Ledger. If you keep separate books, I will
not give you further instruction, because what I have said before is
sufficient to guide you in all your business. Make the following entry
in the Memorandum:

On this d"y I entered into a partnership contract with Mr. A
Partner and Mr. B Partner for dealing in wool. The terms and conditions of the partnership appear in writing in such-and-such instrument and are binding for so many years. Mr. A Partner contributed so much cash; Mr.B Partner contributed so many bales of
French wool, weighing net so much, and valued at so many ducats
per bushel. Mr. A Partner also contributed so many debtors, namely, Mr. A Receivable for so many ducats, and Mr,. B Receivable for
so

many. I contributed so many ducats as my share, making a total

of so many ducats.

In the |ournal enter each item in its proper place, identifying your
Partnership's Cash and your Partnership's Capital. For every enffy that
you may make, identify the accounts of the partnership so that you
can distinguish them from your own private entries. First, make the
Cash entr!, and then follow systematically with the other enrries:
Debit Partnership Cash, credit Mr. A Partner's Capital account.
(If he had other accounts with you they will not get confused as
long as you identify). Mr. A Partner contributed this d"y so much
cash as his share, according to our agreement as appears in the

written documents.

V

slue:
L.

,5,

G.

, P,

In this manner, mention the other things which they have contributed:

Debit Partnership French Wool, credit Mr. B Partner's Capital
account for so many bales, weighing net in total, at so man y ducats per bushel, according to the terms of the contract o, doc.rment
we have entered into. In total they are worth so many ducats.
V alue:
L,

s.

G.

P,

Proceeding with the other items, you shall enter the assigned debtors
as follows:
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Debit Mr. A Receivable and Mr. B Receivable-Partnership account, credit Mr. A Partner's Capital acoount. According to our
agreement, Mr. A Partner contributed so many debtors, amounting in total to so many ducats. Value:
L.

,s.

,G,

P,

Now that you have been introduced to these new entries, I will not
extend myself any further, as in the beginni^g of this treatise I pointed
out that everything could not be treated. Nor will I say anything about
the way in which these entries should be made in the Ledger, because
it is easy to know which items should be entered as debits, and which

as credits. Enter them in the same manner as described in Chapter tJi
cancel them in the |ournal as indicated in Chapte r tz; place in the margin just opposite them the debit and credit page numbers of the Ledger;
as they are entered

7o

in the Ledger, enter them also in the Index.

Chapter 22
The Entries for Each Kind of Expense; for Example,

ordinary and Extrqordinary Household Expenses,
Business Expenses, and Wages of Clerks and Apprentices.
In addition to the accounts spoken of so far, you shall also have these
in your books: Business expenses, ordinary and extraordinary household expenses, and petty cash. You shall also have an account for profit
and loss, or as you may solr increase and decrease, profit and damage,
or gain and loss. These accounts are necessary to every business so that
the businessman will always know what his capital is, and at the end
of the period, how it is progressing. I will illustrate clearly how these
entries should be made.
The account Business Expense is kept because every small item cannot be recorded in the merchandise account. This is true because you
will sometimes have further expenses in paying porters, weighers, packers, shippers, drivers, and others, paying to one a soldo,, to another two
soldi, etc. If you kept separate accounts it would be too lengthy and not
worth the expense. As the proverb says: "Officials do not bother with
details.

"

You may also use those same people (drivers, porters, shippers, and
packers) for different kinds of things. While employing them for loaditg or unloading different kinds of merchandise at a seaport, they will
be paid for all these services at one time, and you could not readily
charge the different kinds of merchandise separately. You therefore
open this account called Business Expense, which always carries a debit
balance, as do all other expenses. Salaries of shop clerks and apprentices
can also be entered in this account, although some keep a separate account so that they know how much they pay for salaries annually. This
account should never have a credit balance. Should such be the case,
there would be a mistake in the books. Therefore, say as follows in the
Memorandum:

7t

On this day we paid to drivers, shippers, packers, weighers, etc.,
who loaded and unloaded certain goods, so many ducats,

Then in the |ournal it will be necessary to say as follows:
Debit Business Expense, credit Cash. Cash was paid for shipping,
carriage, weighing, and packing, for certain goods, so many ducats
in total. V alue:
L,

s.

G,

P.

In the Ledger you shall state as follows:
Debit Business Expense, credit Cash on this dry, etc., page, etc.
L, , . , S. , , , G, , , , P, , . .
The account for ordinary household expenses is absolutely necessary.

It will include such expenses as grains, wines, wood, oil, salt, meat,
boots, hats, expenses for tailoring, woolen clothes, drinks, tips, barbers,
bakers, water-cariers, kitchen utensils, vases, glasses, and all the buckets, baths, tubs, and casks. Many people keep separate accounts for
these things, so that they can see at a glance how each one stands. You
may not only keep accounts for these things, but with any other accounts that you desire. However, I will show you what the business-

man cannot do without.
You shall keep the Household Expense account in the same way that
I have told you to keep the Business Expense account, making each
entry day by dry as large expenses such as grains, wool, and wines
occur. Again, many people open separate accounts for these different
things, enabli.g them to find out easily at the end of the year (or from
time to time) how much has been paid out for a certain thing.
For such small expenses as meat, fish, and expenses of the barbers,
set aside one or two ducats in a little bag, and make small paymenrs
out of this amount. It would not be possible to keep account of all these
small things. fn the )ournal say as follows:
Debit Household Expenses, credit Cash. Cash was set aside in a
small brg for small expenses, so many ducats. Value:
L, , , , S. , . , G, , , , P, . , ,
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in the household expenses all extraordinary exnot occur in the ordinary course of business. That

You may include
penses which do
which you spend

in playirg various kinds of games, or for things or
money which you might lose, or that might be stolen, or lost at sea or
through fires; all of these are classified as extraordinary expenses. You
may keep separate accounts for them in order to know clearly at the
end of the year how much you have spent as extraordinary expenses.
Such an account should also include gifts and presents that,you might
give to anyone for any reason. I will speak of these expenses no long€r,
because I am sure that you will be able to handle them better than you
would have before.
Putting this subject aside, I will speak of how to enter your store
accounts in the Ledger and in the other books, for if you want to keep
them yourself, it is a very nice thing for you to know. You must pay
close attention.
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Chapter 23
The Order and Manner in Which the Accounts of a Store
Should be Kept, How the Entries Should be Made
Separately in the Authentic Books of the Owner
andThose in the Store,

If you have a store apart from your house which receives its daily supplies from your house, keep your accounts in this way: For the daily
goods which you supply the store, debit the store in your books, and
credit the merchandise which you supplied, item by item. Imagine that
the store is a person who owes you the amount you supply it or spend
for it for any purpose. On the contrary, credit it with everything you
take out of it or receive from it, as if it were a debtor payi.g you little
by little. Therefore, you may see whether the store is operatirg at a
profit or a loss, and know what to do and how to manage it.
Some store owners debit the manager of the store in their books.
However, this should not be done without his consent, because you
should never enter any person's name in your books as a debtor without his knowledge. Nor may a creditor, under any condition, be entered
without his consent. If you should do these things, you would be wrong
and your books would be considered false.
As to the fixrures which you might put in the store, which are necessary for running it according to its peculiar requirements, debit them
to the store/ or to the person who manages it. In the case of a drugstore,
you would have to furnish it with such things as vases, boiling pots,
and copper utensils with which to do the work. The manager of the store
should take an inventory of the fixtures in his own handwritin gr ot have
someone appointed by him to do it. In this w&1r, everything shall be
clear. This is sufficient information for accounting for a store whose
management you have placed in the care of someone else, or to one of

your employees.
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However, if you wish to manage the store yourself, account for it in
the following manner and all will be well. Suppose that you do all of
your business through the store and do not have to manage any other
business. If this were the case you would keep the books as I have said
before, whether buying or selling. Credit those who supply you with
goods on time or credit Cash if you bry for cash, and debit the store
accounts for the purchase. If you sell at retail and the sales do nor
amount to more than four or six ducats, keep these monies in a small
box. After eight or ten days take out such proceeds and debit the total
amount to Cash, and credit the pertinent store accounts with the total.
The entry will credit the various merchandise sold (for which you shall
have kept an account. I shall not talk at length about this because I
have given you sufficient explanation previously).
Now you will be able to understand how to do your accounting, for
accounts are nothing else than the expression in writing of the proper
order of your affairs: You will know all about your business and whether or not it is going well. As the proverb says: "He who does business
without knowi.g all about it, sees his money go like flies." According
to the state of your business, you will be able to remedy that which is
required. This is sufficient on this subject.
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Chapter 24
Posting the Entries With the Bank in the lournal and Ledger,

Bills of Exchange-Whether You Deal With a Bank or as
Banker With Other Persons. Receipts f or Drafts-What ls
Understood by Them, and Why They Are Made Out

ln

Duplicate.

When you do business with banks such as those found in Venice,
Bruges, Antwetp, Barcelona/ and certain other well-known business
centersr 1lou must diligently keep your accounts with them. It is common practice to deposit your money with the bank for greater security,
or leave it as a deposit in order to make your daily payments therefrom
to Peter, |ohn, and Martin. A bank draft is like a public notarial instrument, because it is under the control of the Dominion.
If you put money in the bank, debit the bank or the owners or partners of the bank and credit Cash, making the entries in the Journal as
follows:
Debit Bank of Lipamani, credit Cash for cash deposited with the
Lipamani Bank by ffie, or by others for my account, on this d"y,
in gold or other money which amounts in total to so many ducats,
V

alue:
L,

s.

G,

P,

For greater security, have the banker give you an acknowledgement
in writing. If you make other deposits on the same day, get another

receipt. fn this w&1lr things will always be kept clear.
Sometimes this kind of receipt is not given, because the books of the
bank are always public and authentic. Yet, it is better to require a receipt for security, because things are never too clear for the businessman.
It makes no difference whether you keep your account with the bank
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in the name of the owners or the partners. Nor does it matter if you
oPen the account under the name of the bank (as in the manner shown
above) for it is the same as if you opened it under the names of the
owners or partners. If you keep it under the name of the owners, you
will say as follows:
Debit Mr. Girolimo Lipamani, banker, and associates (if there
is more than one), credit Cash, etc. (and complete the ently).

Always make note in your books of all agreements, tenns, and conditions that might arise, includi.g written instruments and the places
where you keep them (whether file box, pouch, trunk, etc.), so that
they may be easily found. These documents should be kept diligently
as

the permanent record of the transaction because of the dangers which

may arise.
Since you may have several different business relations with the
bankers (for yourself or for others), always keep separate accounts with
them so as not to mix one thing with another. This would cause great
confusion. In your entries say: "On account of a certain thing, or on
account of Mr. Martino, or on account of merchandise, or on account
of money deposited in your own name or in the name of others/' which
entries I know you will be able to handle. Proceed in the same way if
others should remit money to you for some account. Debit Cash (the
bank) for that amount, stating whether it was in part payment or in
full, and credit the person that gave you the money for that amount.
In this w&1r, all will be correct.
When you withdraw money from the bank to pay somebody else or
to make remittances to others in other countries, do just the opposite of
what has up to now been said. If you withdraw mon€!, debit your Cash
and credit the bank or its owners for the amount withdrawn. If you
order payment through the bank to somebody else, debit this party and
credit the bank or its owners for that amount, stating the reasons for
such payment. For the former case, say in your |ournal as follows:
Debit Cash, credit Bank (or Mr. Girolino Lipamani) for cash
I withdrew for my needs in
total so many ducats. Value:
which on this dry or some other d.y

L,

s,

G,

P,
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If you should order payment in favor of Mr. Martino, for instance,
say:
Debit Martino of a certain place, credit Bank for so many ducats
for which I ordered payment on this dry, in part or in full or for a
loan.

V

alue:
L.

,5,

G,

, P,

Always transfer these entries from the fournal to the Ledger, enter
them in the Index, and cancel them in the Memorandum and |ournal.
The same method should be used when remittances or withdrawals
are made elsewhere, such as London, Bruges, Rome and Lyons. Men-

tion in the cover letter the terms and conditions, and whether these
drafts are at sight or at a certain date , ot payable at the pleasure of the
payee. Also mention whether it is a first, second , ot third draft. This
should be done so that no misunderstanding can arise between you
and your correspondent. Mention what kind of monies you draw or
remit, their value, the commission, expenses, and the costs and interest that might occur followirg a protest, so that the terms of the transaction will be recorded. Proceed in this way when dealing with a bank.
On the contrary, suppose that you are the banker, carryirg on in the
opposite way. When you pay , debit the particular person to whom payment is made and credit your Cash. If your creditor (without withdrawing money) should order payment to somebody else, say in the fournal:
"Debit that particular creditor, credit the person to whom the money
was assigned, etc." In this manner, make the transfer from one creditor
to another, while still remaini.g debtor. By so doingr you act as a gobetween (as witness and agent of the parties). For your ink, paper, rent,
trouble, and time you get a just commission, which is always lawful.
This is true even though there is no risk of loss in travel through a draft,
since you do not assume the degree of risk associated with transferring
money to third parties, as in exchange transactions.
If you are a banker and you close an account with your creditors,
always ask that they return all the papers, documents, notices, or other
writings in your own hand-writing that they might have. Whenever
you prepare any such documents, always mention it in your books.
Consequently, when the time comes you will remember to ask for their
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return and destroy them, so that nobody else should afterwards appear

with them and claim money again on the same documents.
Always require proper receipts. You might, for instance, come from
Geneva to Venice with a draft on Messrs. Giovanni Frescobaldi and Co.
of Florence, which might be for payment at sight or on a cerrain date,
or at your pleasure, for 1oo ducsfs (for as many ducqts as you have paid
the drawer of the draft). Then, when the said Messrs. Giovanni and Co.
honor the draft and pay you the said sum, they will require you to give
two receipts written in your own handwriting. (If any parties to such
a transaction do not know how to writ€, & third party or notary would
make them out). They will not be satisfied with one receipt because
they must send one to the banker at Geneva, who wrote them to pay
the r oo ducats to you for his account in order to show that they have
honored his request. For this reason, they will send a receipt written
in your own handwriting. They will keep the other receipt on file for
their own use, so that when they settle accounts with the other banker
he could not deny the transaction. If you should return to Geneva you
would not be able to complain about him or Messrs. Giovanni and Co.,
for if you should, h. would show you the receipt written in your own
handwriting and you would be embarrassed. All these precautions
should be taken because of the bad faith of the present times.
Out of this transaction two entries should be posted to the Ledger:
One entry to the account of Mr. Giovanni, debiting the drawer of the
draft, and the other entry in the account of your correspondent in
Geneva, crediting Mr. Giovanni with the r oo ducats. The receipt which
you gave them for their payment on the draft is the basis for these entries.

This is the method which all the bankers of the world use so that their
transactions may appear clear. Therefore, in spite of the trouble on your
part, post everything in its place with great care.
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Chapter 25
The lncome and Expense Acconnt, Which ls Usually Kept

in the Ledger.
Some people keep an account called Income and Expense in their books
in which they enter extraordinary items or any other things they deem
proper. Others keep an account for extraordinary expenses to enter any
gifts that they may give or receive. This account has both debits and
credits, including what they give, receive, and keep. At the end of the

period, when all pertinent accounts are closed, they transfer the balance
of the account to Profit and Loss. The balance of the latter is then trans-

ferred to Capital, as will be illustrated in Chapter 32.
Actually, the Household Expenses account is sufficient for all this
unless someone would like to keep a separate account of every minute
thing to satisfy his own curiosity (even to a bootlace tip). However,
this would serve no useful purpose, as things should be summa rized
when possible.
In some areas, it is customary to keep the Income and Expense account in a separate book which is balanced when the authenticated
books are balanced. This custom should not be criticized, but it requires
more work.

8o

Chapter 26
How Entries Relating to Trips Should be Made in the
Business Books, Why, of Ilecessity, There Are
Two Ledgers f or This.

Trips are usually made in two ways, either by yourself personally or by
someone else acting in your behalf. Therefore, this gives rise to several
ways of keepirg the accounts for trips. Duplicate books should always
be kept, whether you are making trips personally or someone is traveling in your behalf. One Ledger is kept at home and the other taken on
the trip. If you go on a trip yourself, you must make an Inventory of
the items that you take with you. You must also'prepare a small |ournal
and small Ledger and take them with you, followirg the above-mentioned methods.
If you sell, buy, or exchange goods, debit and credit the appropriate
person, goods, cash, traveling capital, traveling profit and loss, etc. This
is the clearest way, no matter what other people may say.
You might keep an account for the firm furnishirg you the goods
that you take with you on a particular journey. In this case credit the
firm and debit the different goods one by one in the small Ledger, thus
opening your merchandise accounts and your Capital account, in as
orderly a manner as you would in your main books.
On your safe return, send back to the firm money or the goods taken
in exchange for those that they had given you. You would then close
your accounts with them, entering the respective profit or loss in the
correct place in your big Ledger. In this way your business will be
clear.

if

the trip is made by someone else in your behalf, debit
this party with all the goods entrusted to him, saying , "Debit trip entrusted to Mr. Salesman, etc." Keep an account with him for all goods
and monies as though he were one of your customers. He will make up
However,

8r

a small Ledger in which he credits you for everything. When he returns,
he will settle his accounts with you, and if your traveler were wrotrg,
(you have a basis for correcting his accounts).10
'o Paciolo

thesis.

8z

did not complete this sentence; we added the phrase within the paren-

Chapter 27
The Well Known Account Called Profit and Loss, or Profit
and Deficit, Hou) This Accotrnt Should be Kept in the
Ledger, and the Reason whv It ls Nof Plqced in the
lournal cts the Other Accorrnts.

After all transactions have been recorded, one additional account should
be opened, which is named in various localities, the Profit and Loss,
Profit and Damage, or Increase and Decrease account, into which all
other accounts in the Ledger must be closed. Entries to this accounr
should not be made in the |ournal, but only in the Ledger. They differ
from other entries in that they originate from debit and credit balances
in the accounts and not from exchange transactions.
Make entries in the account as follows: "Debit Profit and Loss, and
credit Profit and Loss." For example, if you had sustained a loss in a
particular line of goods as evidenced by the Ledger account having a
debit balance, add enough to the credit so as to make the debit and
credit equal. Then make the followi.g notation in the merchandise
Ledger accoun t: "I debit Profit and Loss that which I credit here in order
to balance the loss sustained, etc." Itecord the page of the Profit and
Loss account to which you transfer the entry. Then debit the Profit and
Loss account saying as follows: "Debit Profit and Loss, on a certain
day, for so much loss sustained by a particular line of goods, which has
been credited to that merchandise account, in order to balance it, page
so-and -so."

If

the account of this particular line of goods would show a profit

instead of a loss, as witnessed by

,

credit balance, proceed in the oppo-

site way.

Make profit and loss entries in this manner for all goods or other
accounts, whether they show good or bad results. In this w&1l, your
Ledger wlll always show the accounts in balance, as much debited as
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credited. This is how the Ledger will be found if it is correct. You will
also be able to see at a glance whether you are gaining or lositrB, and
how much.
The Profit and Loss account will then be closed and transferred into
the Capital account, which is always the last in all Ledgers. It is consequently the receptacle of all other accounts.
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Chapter 28
How Ledger Accounts Should be Carried Forward When
They Are Full, The Place to Which the Remqinder Should
be Transf erred, in Order to Aooid Fraud in the Ledger,
When an account has been filled and you cannot enter any more debit
or credit items, you must immediately carry this account forward to
a place behind all the others. Leave no space in the Ledger between this
transferred account and the last of the other accounts. To do otherwise
would indicate fraud in the book.
Proceed in a manner similar to that given when closing accounts to
Profit and Loss. In making the transfers between accounts, post the
debit or credit balances in the Ledger only, because transfers should not
appear in the |ournal. It would be permissible to enter transfers in the

)ournal, but

it is not necessary. It would

amount to trouble without

benefit. All you have to do is to increase the side of the account which
has the smaller balance, that is, if the account has a debit balance, add
the difference to its credit. Here is an example to give you a clear idea.
Suppose that Martino has carried a long account with you of several
transactions, so that his account must be transferred from page 3o of
your Ledger. Srppose further that the last account of your Ledger is
at the top of page 6o, and that on the same page there is room enough
to transfer the Martino account. Suppose that his account shows a debit
total of L.8o, S. t-5, G. l_5, P. 24, and a credit sum of L.72, S.), G,),
P. a7, (showing what he has given you). The debit total exceeds the
credit total by L.8, S. 6, G.t2, P.7, whtch sum you should bring forward to the debit side of the new account, adding the same amount in
the credit column of the old account to make it balance, saying as follows:
On a certain dry, credit Martino. I carry forward a debit balance
of L,8,5.6, G. r'z, P.7r ds remainder, and enter the same amount
here to close the account, page 6o.

L8,S5,Grz,P7
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Then cancel the old account on both the debit and credit sides with
a diagonal line. After that, go to page 6o and enter the debit balance,
always writing at the top of the page the year if it has not already been
done. You shall enter there the following:
Debit Martino on a certain day, credit Martino for the debit balance taken from the page of his old account therein entered in the
credit to close. Page 3o.

L8,S6,G12,P7

Transfer all accounts in the same manner, placing them in such a
way that no spaces are left whatsoever in between. Accounts should
always be opened in the original order of place, day and date in which
they arise, so that nobody can slander you.
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Chapter 29
How to Change the Yeqr in the Ledger Between Entries
When the Books Are Nof Closed Eoery YeAr,

You might have occasion to change the year in your Ledger accounts
before you balance the books. In this case, write the year in the margin
just above the first entry of the new year. All the entries which follow
will be understood as havi.g taken place during that year.
However, it is always a good idea to close your books each year,
especially if you are in partnership. As the proverb says: "Frequent
accounting makes for lasting friendship."
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Chapter 30
How to Abstract an Account for a Debtor or an Employer
if You Are the Manager or Agent for the
Administration of His Property.

In addition to other documents already mentioned, it is necessary to
know how to make an abstract (or statement) of account for your
debtor, in case he should request it. This request cannot reasonably be
refused, especially if he has had an account with you for a long time.
Begin at the time of the first transaction, or in the event that you have
had previous settlements, at any other point in time where your debtor
may desire. You should do this willingly.
Record all the entries into one account on a sheet of paper large
enough to contain them. If they cannot all be entered on one side, carry
the balance forward to the other side of the sheet. Continue until you
have recorded all of the entries, then reduce them to the debit or credit
balance that the account should show. These statements of account must
be made out diligently.

The foregoirg is the method you would use in reconciling your accounts with that of your clients. However, if you were to act as an
agent for others under powers or orders, you would make out a statement in a similar manner for your employer. This would be done in the
same order as it appears in the Ledger, crediting yourself from time to
time with your commissions accordirg to your agreements. Then at the
end, make yourself his debtor for the balance, or his creditor if you had
advanced any money or goods of your own. Your employer will then
compare your statement with his own books, and if he tinds it correct
will like and trust you more. For this reason, keep an orderly account
in your own handwriting of everything which he has given or sent to
you.

On the other hand,
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if you are an employer,

you might have your

agents, clerks, etc., make out these statements for your clients. Before
these statements are delivered, however, they should be carefully com-

pared with each entry in the Ledger, |ournal, and Memorandum, and
with any other documents referred to therein, so that no mistake can
arise between the parties.
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Chapter

3'1"

Hout to Correct One or More Entries in a Place
Different From That in Which They Should Haae Been,
This tlsually Hqppens Through Absentmindedness.

The good bookkeeper should know how to correct, or deviate as it is
called in Florence, an entry which he may have posted by mistake in
the wrong place. For example, if he had entered it as a debit when it
should have been a credit, this would be on the wrong side; or made
an enuy in the account of Giovanni, when it should have been entered
in the account of Martino, this would be in the wrong place.
At times you cannot be so diligent as to avoid mistakes. As the proverb says: "He who does nothing, makes no mistakes. But he who makes
no mistakes, does not learn."
Correct erroneous entries in the followirrg manner. For example, if
the entry had been debited when it should have been credited, make
another entry opposite this one in the credit for the same amount say-

i.g

as follows:

On a certain dry, the amount which has been debited opposite
here, should have been credited on this page.

L,,,r5,,,rG,.,rP..,,
The above entry will be for the amount which was posted by mistake in the debit column. Make a cross or other mark in front of these
two entries, so that when you make a statement of account you will
leave these entries out. After posting the correctirg entry in the credit
colurnn, it is just as if you had not written in the debit column. Then
make the entry in the credit column where it should have been, and

everything will be as it should.
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Chapter 32
How the Ledger Should be Bqlanced and Hout the Accounts
of the old Ledger should be Transf erred to the New Ledger:
the Manner of verifying lt with lts lournal, Memorandum,
and Other Docurnents.

Having noted well the foregoing, attention can now be given to carryi.g forward the accounts from one Ledger to another when you want
to have a new Ledger. This happens when the old Ledger is filled up
or because of the beginni.g of a new year. In the best known places,
such as Milan, the big merchants customarily close their Ledger every
year.

Carrying forward the accounts to a new Ledger, together with those
operations which shall follow, is called "balancing the Ledger .', If you
want to do it well and in an orderly *ry, it will require diligence. Do
it in the following manner: First, try to get a helper for it is difficult
to do alone. Give the |ournal to him for greater precaution, while keepirg the Ledger for yourself. Then, beginni^g with the firsr entry in the
]ournal, tell him to call out the numbers of the Ledger pages where the
entry should have been posted, first the debit, then the credit. Always
find the page in the Ledger that he calls and check to see that the entry
(the kind, for what, whoffi, and the amount) he calls is the same. If it is
the same, say so. Finding that it is the same in the Ledger as in the
]ournal, mark it off by checking or dottirg it or placing any proper mark
over thelire mark, or elsewhere, so that it can readily be seen. Ask your
helper to make this mark (the one you use depends largely on the custom of your locality) in the |ournal at the same entry. Take care that
neither of you marks an entry without the other doing so, as great
errors might then arise. Once an entry is marked it is assumed to be
correct.

The above procedure is also done in makirg our statements of ac-
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count for your debtors. Before you deliver them, they must be compared with the Ledg€r, ]ournal, and any other place in which the entries
or details of the transaction may have been recorded.
Having proceeded in this manner through all the accounts in the
Ledger and Journal, and having found that the debit and credit entries
correspond, it will mean that the entries are properly placed and correct.
Take care that your helper shall mark each entry in the ]ournal with
two checks, dots, or other marks, while in the Ledger, you will make

only one for each entry. This is because for every entry in the |ournal
there are two made in the Ledger.
In checking the balance in the ]ournal, it is well to place the two
checks or dots over the lire (one beneath the other). This will indicate
that both the debit and credit entries in the Ledger are correct. Some
people put a mark before Per for the debit, and after lire for the credit.
Either way is satisfactory. One single mark in the |ournal (only the
debit mark) might do if you also mark the credit on the page of the
Ledger where that entry is. This procedure can be used because the
credit page is mentioned in the corresponding debit posting in the
Ledger, which will direct you at once to the appropriate pages. It would
then not be necessary for your helper to call to you this credit pa8e,
since when comparing only the debit side with the Journal, you can
check the credit side in the Ledger yourself. But it would be more convenient if you proceeded with your helper in the manner earlier detailed.

After finishing the checking of the Iournal you find some account or
entry which has not been checked off in the debit or credit in the Ledg€r,
a mistake in the Ledger has been made. A superfluous debit or credit
entry has been posted, and you should correct this error at once by posti.g a similar amount on the opposite side. If the superfluous entry was
on the debit side, you would make a similar entry on the credit side and
vice versa, thus making everything correct.
Should your helper tind some entry in the ]ournal which is not found
in the Ledger, &n error in the Ledger has occurred. A correction should
again be made, but in a different way. Immediately debit and credit
the unposted entry to the Ledger, explaining the difference in the dates,
for the entry would be made at a date much later than it should have
been. A good bookkeeper should always mention these differences and
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*hy they arise, so that the books are above suspicion. When this is
done, the good notary in his instruments will be unable to criticize what
might have been added or omitted. The good bookkeeper should act in
this wa! r so that the firm's reputation will be maintained.
If the said entry should have been posted only in the debit or only
in the credit, it would be sufficient to place it immediately on the particular side where it was missing, explaining that it was left out by mistake. In this manner, all your accounts will have been adjusted; if they
agree, you will know that your Ledger is correct and well kept.

Sometimes entries are found

in the Ledger which have not been

checked to related entries in the Journal, because they cannot be found
in the Journal. These represent the balances posted to the debit or to
the credit to close accounts carried forward. The correlative entries in
the Ledger relating to these balances will be found on the page numbers
indicated in these accounts. Finding the related entries in their proper
places, you may conclude that your Ledger is in proper order.
That which has been said so far about comparing the Ledger with the
]ournal should also be observed in comparing the Memorandum with
the Iournal. This should be done day by day if you use the Memoran-

dum in the inanner illustrated at the beginni.g of this treatise.

If you

have other books, do the same. However, the last book to be compared
is the Ledger, and the next-to-last, the ]ournal.
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Chapter 33
How to Record the Transactions That Might Occur
While Balancing the Books. Why No En try Should be
Changed or Mqde During That Time in the Old Books,
After you have ascertained that the entries in all the books are correct,
see that no new entry is made in the old books of original entrlr the
Memorandum and the ]ournal, or postings to the Ledger. This is because the closing is assumed to be accomplished on the same d.y.
Should some transactions occur while the books are being balanced
and closed, enter them in the new books of original entry. However,
do not post them to the Ledger until the balances from the old Ledger
have been carried forward.
If a new set of books is not yet available, record these transactions,
their respective dates, and their explanations on a separate sheet until
the new books are ready. When they are ready, enter the items in these

books which bear a new mark (if the books just closed were marked
with a Cross, mark the new ones with the letter A).
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Chapter 34
The Woy to Close All the Accounts of the old Ledger.
The Preparation of the Trial Balance, Which Totals All
of the Debits and Credits.

Having verified the accuracy of the books, close the Ledger accounts
in this way: Commence with the Cash account, then Accounts Receivable (debtors), then Merchandise, etc. Transfer the balances from these
accounts to the new Ledger. Do not, as was stated above, enter the bal-

in the ]ournal.
Summarize all the accounts with debit and credit balances, always
adding to the lesser side the amount to be carried forward, just as if
the balances were being carried forward to a different page in the same
Ledger. In this case, balances are carried forward from one Ledger to
another. The Page reference placed in the old Ledger refers to the page
on which the balance appears in the new Ledg€r, so that in the transfer from one book to another, the accounts are entered only once in
each Ledger. This is unique to the last entry in the accounts of the
ances

Ledger.

Make the transfer as follows: Suppose that Mr. Martino's account
has a debit balance in your Ledger X at page 6o of L rz, S :^5, G ro,
P 26, and it is to be transferred to page 8 of LedgerA. Credithis account
in Ledger X at the end of all other entries as follows:
Credit Martino, on a certain day, debit himself posted in Ledger
A f.or the balance which is added here to close his account, page 8.
V

alue:

Ltz,Sr5,Gro,Pz6
Then cancel the account in both the debit and the credit with a diagonal line, as you were taught in the bringing forward of accounts. Then
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place totals ar the foot of both the debit and credit columns, so that
the account will appear equal at a glance.
In debiting Ledger A, after first putting down the year at the top of
the page, and placing the day in the body of the posting (for the reason
stated in Chapter 15), say:

Debit Martino of a certain place, on a certain day, credit himself for the balance transferred from Ledger X and posted to the
credit thereof to close, page 6o. Value:

Ll-z,S15,Gto,Pz5

Proceed in this manner closing all the accounts of Ledger X which
you intend to transfer to Ledger A; Cash, Capital, Merchandise, Per-

sonal and Real Property, Accounts Receivable (debtors), Accounts Payable (creditors), and accounts with offices, brokerage houses and public
weighers (with whom long accounts are sometimes carried). Those pri-

vate expense accounts which you may not care to transfer to Led ger A,
and which do not have to be given account of to someone else, should
be closed in the same Ledger (Ledger X) to Profit and Loss, or Increase and Decrease, or Profit and Damage (as it is sometimes called).
Accounts such as Mercantile Expenses, Household Expenses, and all Extraordinary Expenses (rents, pensions, feudal tributes, etc.) would satisfy these criteria. Enter these in the debit column of Profit and Loss,
for it would be rare indeed that expense accounts had credit balances;
complete the closing by crediting the lesser side in the expense accounts.
Debit the lesser side in income accounts, crediting Profit and Loss, by
saying "Credit Profit and Loss in this Ledger on a certain pa8e, etc." In
this manner, all these different accounts will have been closed to Profit
and Loss in Ledger X . By summing the debit and credit entries to this
account, the profit or loss will be known, for when the balance is derived in this account, the balance in all the accounts will be known.
The items which had to be deducted were deducted, and the items which
had to be added were added. If this account should show a debit balance, that amount will have been lost in your business since you began
or previously closed your books. If it carried a credit balance, that
amount has been gained during the period.
After seeing what your profit or loss is by the balance in this account,
close and uansfer this balance into the Capital account in which, at the
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outset of your business/ was recorded your Inventory in its entirety.
The Profit and Loss account shall be closed in this way: If the loss exceeds the profit (Mry God protect each of us who is really a good Christian from such a state of affairs), then credit the account in the usual
manne r: " Credit Profit and Loss on a certain day, debit Capital for loss
sustained in this account, on a certain page. Value, etc." Then cancel
the account, debit and credit, with a diagonal line as previously stated,
'also placing debit and credit totals at the bottom of each column, which
totals should be equal. Then debit the Capital account:
Debit Capital on a certain dry, credit Profit and Loss for the loss
credited to Profit and Loss account in order to close on page soand-,so

.

V

alue:

L,,

s.

,G,

, P,

If, instead, there should be a profit (when Profit and Loss has a
credit balance), debit it for an amount sufficient to close it. Indicate the
page of the Capital account to which the balance in Profit and Loss is
to be transferred. Credit the same amount to Capital on the same side
in which all other personal and real possessions have been entered.
From the Capital account, therefore, which is always the last account
in the Ledgerr lou may learn the entire value of your property. The
value of your business appears in the Capital account as the net of all
debits and credits transferred to Ledger A as well as the other accounts
closed into Profit and Loss and then into Capital.

Then the Capital account in Ledger

X,

along with the other open
accounts, should be closed and carried forward to Ledger A, either in
total or entry by entry. Although it can be done either wolr it is customary to transfer the total amount so that the entire value of your
business appears to you at a glance.
Do not forget to number the pages of Ledger A before entering the
different accounts in the Index in their proper places. In this way accounts may easily be found when needed. Everythi.g in the old Ledger,
with its |ournal and Memorandum, will be closed.
So that everything regardirg the closing will be clear, summarize all
the debit totals that appear in Ledger X at the left of a sheet of paper,
and all the credit totals at the right. Then sum all of the debit items
(which is called the grand total), and likewise total all of the credit items
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(which is also called the grand total). The first is the grand total of
the debits, and the second the grand total of the credits. Now if the
two grand totals are equ&l, vou may conclude that the Ledger was well
kept and closed, in line with the reasons stated in Chapter 14. However,
if one grand total exceeds the other, it would indicate an error in the
Ledger. This error must be searched out diligently with the intellectual
ability God has given you, and with the help of what you have learned.
As was said in the beginning, it is very necessary for the good businessman to do his part of the work. If you cannot be a good accountant in
your business, you will grope your way forward like a blind man and
may meet great losses. Therefore, with deep study and care, make all
efforts to be a good accountant. I have shown you how to become one
easily, having duly provided all the necessary rules in their proper
places. Everything may be found by means of the table of contenrs
placed at the beginni.g of this work.
In Chapter rz,I promised to give you a summary of the most essential things in the present treatise. This will cover those things discussed
up to this part and will no doubt be very useful.
Remember tb pray to God for me that I may proceed by always doing
well to His praise and glory.
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Chapter 35
How and in What Order Manuscripts, Confidential Letters,
Policies, Processes, ludgntents, qnd Other l*portant
lnstruments Should be Kept. The Registry
of lmportant Letters,
The manner and order for keeping documents, such as manuscripts of
payments made, receipts for drafts or merchandise given, and confidential letters follows. These things are of great importance to businessmen of high esteem, and there is considerable risk of losing them.
First, with regard to confidential letters received from customers, keep
them in a small desk until the end of the month. At the end of the
month, tie them in a bundle and put them awol, writing on the outside
of each letter the date of its receipt and the date of your reply to it. Do
this every month. At the end of the year, tie up all of the bundles into
a large one, writing the year on it, and put it away. Whenever a letter
of that particular year is required, go to this bundle.
Keep pouches in your desk in which to place letters given to you by
your friends to be sent away with your own. If a letter is to be sent to
Rome, put it in the Rome pouch, and if to Florence, in the Florence
pouch, etc. Then, when sending the messenger, put these letters with
your own and send them to your correspondent in that certain place.
To be of service is always a good thing.
It is also customary to give a gratuity to the messenger in order to
be served well. The messenger wears a belt with several pockets for
carrying letters. This belt has as many pockets as there are places in
which you do your business, such as Rome, Florence, Naples, Milan,
Genoa, Lyons, London, and Bruges. On each pocket write its correct
destination: Wiite Rome on one, Florence on another, etc. Put the letters which have been given to you by your friends to send to those
places in their respective pockets.
When answering a letter or sending letters for others, note on the
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outside of the letter which was answered by whom the reply was sent,
for whom it is intended, on whose behalf it was sent, and the day of its
departure.

Never forget to record the date in all your uansactions, whether they
are large or small. Be especially careful to record it in letters, in which
should always be placed the year, the day, the pIace, and your name.
It is customary for businessmen to place their names at the end of the

letter in the right hand corner, with the year, day, and locality at the
top. But first, like a good Christian, remember to write down the glorious name of our Savior, the sweet name of |esus (or in place of it, the
sign of the Holy Cross), in whose name all business should be transacted as follows: "X, a494, or this qth d"y of April, in Venice."
Then continue/ "My dear . . ." Students and other people, such as
monks and priests, who are not in business, usually place the day and
year at the end of the letter. Confusion would surely arise if the dry
were not written, and people would make fun of you. This is because
people say that the letter which does not bear the day was written duri.g the night, and the letter which does not bear the place was written in
the other world and not in this one. Besides the fun made of you, there
would be confusion, which is worse.
After the letter has been sent, put the one which has prompted the
reply in its proper place; what has been said of one letter applies to all
others. Obserye that when important letters are sent, they should first
be recorded in a book maintained for this special purpose. In this book,
copy verbatim the important letters such as letters of exchange, and
letters relating to goods or money sent. If they are not of great importance, record only the pertinent information, saying: "On this day, we
have written to Mr. Correspondent, and sent him certain things in accordance with his letter of a certain date, in which he requested or gave
us a commission, etc., which letter we have placed in a certain pouch."
After sealing and addressing the letter, it is the custom of many to
place their special mark on the outside. This is to show that it is thq
corresPondence of a businessman, for whom there is great regard. As
was said in the beginnirg of this treatise, businessmen are the ones who
maintain the Republics.
To accomplish the same purpose, the Most Reverend Cardinals write
their names on the outside of letters. In this way no one can claim that
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he did not know from whom the letter was sent. The correspondence of
the Pope remains open so that its contents, such as bulls and privileges

might be known. However, for certain things which are confidential,
the "Fisherman's Seal" (Seal of St. Peter) is frequently used.
All of your letters should be bundled monthly and yearly, and filed
in an orderly way in a safe cupboard or chest. File them in the order in
which they are received during the day, so that they may be easily
found if you need them. I need not speak further of this, for I know
you understand it.
Keep manuscripts referring to accounts owed you by debtors in a
more secret place, such as private chests or boxes. Similarly, keep receipts in a safe place for any emergency. However, when you pay others, have them write out a receipt in a receipt book, as I told you at the
beginnirg so that a receipt could not be easily lost or mislaid.
The followirg must also be kept in safe and separate places: First,
import policies (such as those of the well known brokers) ; second, notes
of businessmen or weighmen; third, sealed documents for goods placed
in or withdrawn from sea or land customhouses; fourth, ludgments or
decrees of consuls or other public officials; fifth, all kinds of notarial
instruments written on parchment; and sixth, copies of instruments,
papers, writings, etc., from attorneys or lawyers relating to lawsuits.
Note carefully in a separate book called the record book, those things
which you might forget, and which would cause you loss. Do this daily.
Every evening, just before retiring, glance through this book to see if
everything that was to be done was, in fact, done. Cancel with a penline those things which have been done. Remind yourself also of those
things which are entered as evidence of loans to your friends and neighbors for a d"y or two, such as shop vases, boilers, or other utensils.
These rules, together with the other useful ones previously given,
should be followed. Expanding or contracting them accordirg to the
time and place is necessary for your purposes. It is impossible in business to give point by point rules about everything. As the proverb says,
"More skills are required to make a good businessman than to make a
good lawyer." Therefore, if you understand well all the things spoken
of up to nowr lou will carry on your business affairs intelligently and
well.
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Chapter 36
The Summary

of Rules and Ways of Keeping a Ledger.

t-. All credits must be placed on the right-hand side of the Ledger,
and all debits on the left-hand side.
z. All entries posted to the Ledger must consist of double entries,
a debit and a credit.

3. Each debit and credit entry must contain three things : The date,
the amount/ and the reason for the entry.
4. The second or last name in the debit posting must be the first in
the credit posting.
5. The credit posting shall be made on the same dry as the debit
posting.
6. A "Trial Balance" of the Ledger should be prepared by folding a
sheet of paper lengthwise and recordi.g the debit account balances on
the left, and the credit account balances on the right. By summitrg, it is
seen whether the debit balances equal the credit balances and whether
the Ledger is in order.
7. The Trial Balance of the Ledger must be equal: The sum of the
debits must be equal to the sum of the credits. Otherwise, there would
be a mistake in the Ledger.
8.

The Cash account should always have a debit balance or be equal.
Otherwise, the account will be in error.

9. No one should appear as a debtor in your Ledger without his
permission and consent. If he did, the account would be considered
false. Similarly, terns or conditions cannot be added to the credit without the permission and consent of the creditor. If such were done, the
account would be false.
10. The values in the Ledger must be recorded in one kind of money.
It is permissible to name all sorts of money within the enrry such as

7-O2

ducats, denari, florins, gold scudi, or whatever, but in entering the
amount in the money columns, use the same kind with which you began the Ledger.
t r.. The debit or credit postings to the Cash account may be abbreviated, if you desire, by not giving the explanation for the entry. S"y
only, "Debit Mr. Seller of a certain place," or "Credit Mr. Buyer of a
certain place." The explanation will be stated in the oppos,ite related
posting.

t-2. If it is necessary

to open a new account, use a new page without
going back to previous pages, even if there were sufficient space. Never
go back to write: Always go forward as the days go, which never return. If such were done, the Ledger would be false.
r.3. If a posting were made to the Ledger by mistake (as sometimes
happens through absentmindedness), and you wished to correct it, do
as follows: Make a cross or other mark in the margin next to that particular posting, then make the posting on the opposite side in the same
account. For example, assume that the wrong entry is a credit for L 50,
S ro, D 6. Make the opposite entry saying, "Debit L 5c , S ro, D 6, for
the opposite entry marked with a cross which is hereby corrected. It
should not have been posted at all." Then, mark the new posti.g with

a cross.

t-4. When an account is full such that no more entries can be made
therein, and you want to carry forward that account balance, figure the
balance in the account, whether debit or credit. Suppose that it is a
credit balance of L 28, S 4, D z. Then write on the opposite side, without mentioning any date, "Debit L 28, S 4, D z, for the balance in this
account posted in the credit at a certain page in this book." Mark next
to this latter entry in the margin, R", which means balance forward. It
is not a true debit though it appears on the debit side. Rather, it is a
credit balance transferred by way of a debit entry. Now keep turning
pages until a new one is found, on which that account will be named
and credited, without recordirg the day therein. Open the new account
in the followi.g manner: "Credit Mr. Seller of a certain place, L 28, S 4,
D z, with the balance of one of his accounts transferred from a certain
page of this Ledger." Mark the entry in the margin, Ro, (which signifies
balance forward), and it is completed. Proceed in the same way if the

ao)

account shows a debit balance, what is entered on the credit side will
be transferred to the debit side.11
t 5. When the Ledger is full or a new Ledger is to be opened, and
you wish to transfer account balances into a new one, proc€ed as follows: First, see which sign appears on the cover of the old Ledger. If it
is an.4, the cover of the new book should be marked with aB, because
all businessmen's books go into alphabetical order, one after another.
Then take a trial balance of the old Ledger and see that it is equal and
correct. Then coPy into the new Ledger the debit and credit account
balances in the order in which they appear in the trial balance. Make
separate accounts for each debtor and creditor, leaving enough space
to handle the volume of transactions that you anticipate. In each debit
account balance to be entered in new Ledger B, say , "For so much debit
balance on a certain page in the old Ledger marke d A," and similarly

for each credit account balance, "For so much credit balance on a certain
Page in the old Ledger marke d A." This is the way to transfer the old
Ledger account balances into the new one. In order to cancel the old
Ledger, every open account shown on the trial balance must be closed.
If an account in Ledger ,4 has a credit balance (as the trial balance will
indicate), it should be debited for the same amount, sayitrg, "Debit for
so much credit balance in this account which has been posted to the
credit in new Ledger B, at a certain page." The old Ledger is closed in
this w€Ilr and the new Ledger opened. Since I have shown you how
to handle a credit balance, do the same for a debit balance, except in
that case, credit the account which shows a debit balance and debit it
in the new Ledger.
tt

This differs from Paciolo's instruction in Chapter 28. There he suggests that
after the old account has been equal ized, and the balance posted to the r,Ii, the old
account should be cancelled "on both the debit and .r.dit sides with a diagonal
line."'This is his first mention of R" (resto-remainder).

ao4

Chapter 37
Items Which Should be Entered in the Ledger.

For all the cash which you find properly belongs to you, debit Cash
and credit your Capital. Include amounts earned at differenr times in
the past, bequeathed to you by deceased relatives, or given to you by
some prince. All the jewels and merchandise which properly belong to
you must be valued in cash, and kept separate one from the other. Make
as many accounts in the Ledger as there are iteffis, debiting each one

saying: "Debit a certain thing, credit your Capital for so many ofa certain thing which I have on this day, valued at so many denari, etc.,
credit posted at a certain page." Then credit your Capital account with
the amount of these entries. Note that these entries should not be of
less than ro ducats each, for small things of little value are not entered
in the Ledger. All the real property that you own such as houses, lands,
and stores, shall be entered in the Ledger. Debit such properties separately with a cash value placed on them at your discretion, and credit
your Capital account. As I told you in the rules, every entry requires
these things: The date, the cash amount, and the reason for the entry.

If merchandise or any other thing is purchased for cash, debit the
item purchased, and credit Cash. If you should sol,

"I boughr that mer-

chandise for cash, but a bank (or friend) will furnish the cashi' debit
the merchandise as stated above. However, instead of crediting Cash,

you should credit that bank (or friend) who furnished the cash.

If

merchandise or any other thing is purchased on time, debit the
item purchased and credit the person from whom you made the time

payment purchase.

If merchandise or any other thing is purchased partly for cash and
partly on time, debit the merchandise and credit the person from whom
you bought it. List the agreed-upon conditions. Srrppose that you tave
him one-third in cash and promised the rest in six months. If this is the
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entry first, then debit the person from whom
purchase
for
you made the
the amount of cash given him (one-third),
and credit the person or the bank which might have paid the cash for
you.
All sales of merchandise or any other thing shall be dealt with as
above, except that such transactions should be entered in the opposite
case make the foregoing

way. Where I told you to debit Merchandise when purchasing it, you
would credit Merchandise when selling it. Debit Cash, if it is sold for
cash, or debit the bank that might have guaranteed the payment. If
the sale were made on time, debit the person to whom you sold the
merchandise. If the sale were made partly for cash and partly on time,
enter it as I have shown you in the preceding two paragraphs which
dealt with purchases on time.
If merchandise is sold by exchange, for example, you sry, "I have
sold 1,ooo pounds of English wool in exchange for zpoo pounds of
pepper ." I ask you, how should this entry be made in the Ledger? Do
as follows: Estimate the cash value of the pepper, ot your discretion.
Suppose you place it at rz ducats per hundred, or z4o ducats for the
zpoo pounds. Credit the English wool for z4o ducats, the amount for
which you have sold it. This is the procedure to be followed in all exchange entries. Since zpoo pounds of pepper valued at z4o ducats have
been received, debit Pepper on this day, on a certain page, etc.
If loans of cash are made by you to some friend, debit your friend
and credit Cash. If some friend loans you cash, debit Cash and credit
your friend.
If you have received 8, 10, or zo ducats to insure a ship, galley, or
some other thing, debit Cash and credit 'Ship Insurance,' explaining
the what, when, where, and how of the transaction clearly and fully,
and at how much per cent.
If merchandise is consigned to you for sale or exchange on commission, and you pay transportation, duty, freight, storage, or other
charges on the inventory, debit the account of the consignor and credit
Cash.

ro5

Items which Require Recordins by Businessmen,

All household or shop chattels which you possess must be entered in
proper order in the record book. Include separately all iron goods, leavi.g space to add other items, and sufficient space in the margin to indicate all those things which may be damaged, lost, given, or sold. However, it is not necessary to record chattels of little or no value in this
book.
Record separately all brass and

tin goods and such items made of
wood, copper, silver, and gold, always leaving some blank pages on
which to place additional items. In the case anything is missing, leave
margins to give notice of this fact.
Record very clearly all of the particulars of the securities, obligations,
or Promises made to another, as well as goods or other things left in
your custody (or for your use or loaned to you) by some friend. Do
this also for all the things you have loaned to your friends.
All conditional dealings, both buying and selling, must be recorded.
An example of this would be a contract specifying that if you send me
by the next galleys returni.g from England, so many pounds of mixed
wool, on condition that it is good and acceptable, I will give you so
much per hundred weight, or send you so many pounds of cofton.
All the houses, lands, shops, or jewels rented out at so many ducats
or lire per year, shall also be recorded. When the rent is received, that
cash must be entered appropriately in the Ledger. If jewels, gold, or silver table services were loaned to some friend for 8 or 15 days, the particulars must not be entered in the Ledger, but in the record book. This
is because they will be returned in a few days. In the same w41l, if

things of a similar kind were loaned to you, they should not be entered
in the Ledger, brt noted in the record book.
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An lllustration of Ledger Postings,

How Debit Entries Should

How Credit Entries Should

be Posted

be Posted

MCCCCLXXXXIII

MCCCCLXXXXIII

Debit Cash in Simone's name, (who
is the son of Alessio Bombini) on No-

Credit Francesco (the son of Antonio
Cavalcanti) on Nov. a4, a493. Debit

vember a4, a493. Credit Francesco,
(who is the son of Antonio Caval-

Cash in Simone's name (who is Alessio Bombini's son). The debit and explanation is found on page 1.

canti). Francesco made payments to
us, the agent, for the account of Simone. The credit is posted on page 2.

Value:

L6z,S13,Dz

Debit Ludovico, (son of Pietro Fores-

tani) on Nov. a4, a4gj. Credit Simone's Cash account for cash we
loaned for him to Ludovico. Credit

posted on page 1.
V

alue:

L44,Sr,DB

Debit ditto, on Nov . a8, a493. Credit

Martino (son of Forabaschi) for

the

amount which w€, the agent, promised to Martino on behalf of Ludovico. Credit posted on pag e 4.
V

alue:

ro8

Lt8,Stt,D6

Value:

L5z,S:3,Dz

Credit Simone's Cash account on
Nov. a4, a4g;,. Debit Ludovico (son
of Pietro Forestani). Debit and explanation posted on page 3.

Value:

L44,Sl.,D8

Credit Martino (son of Pietro Forabashl) on Nov. a8, a493. Debit Lu-

dovico (son of Pietro Forestani).
Debit and explanation posted on page
3.
V

alue:

Lt8,Stt,D5

MCCCCLXXXXIII

MCCCCLXXXruU

Debit Martino (son of Pietro Fora- Credit Simone's Cash account on
baschi) on Nov. 22, a493. Credit Si- Nov. 22, a4g3. Debit Martino (son
mone's Cash account for the amount of Pietro Forabaschi). Debit and exwe paid to Martino on behalf of Lu- planation on page 4.

dovico. Credit is posted to Cash on
page 1.

Value:

Lr8,Srr.,D6 Valtte:

Lr8,Srr,D6

Debit Francesco (son of Antonio Cav- Credit Ludovico on Nov. 22, a4g3.
alcanti) on Nov. 22, t4g3. Credit Lu- Debit Francesco. Debit and explanadovico (son of Pietro Forestani) for tion posted on page 2.

part payment of the amount which
w€, as agent, promised to Ludovico
on behalf of Francesco. Credit posted
on page 3.

Value:

Lzo,S4,Dz

Value:

Lzo,S4,D2
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SECTION III

The Original Treatise
Reproduced

SECTION

III

Comments on the Reproduction
Paciolo's bookkeeping treatise is reproduced in this section. It consists
of z8 pages of text plus a title page. The title page is from the second
edition of the Suuue; the a494 Suuues were notpublished with a title
page. As can be seen by the page numbers at the top right hand side of
Paciolo's treatise, it was customary to number only every other page.
Both Suutrtes were published using loose metal type. Although printi.g from carved blocks of wood had been done for centuries, loose metal
type had been in use for only about thirty years when the a494 edition
was published. Gutenburg, the famous German printer, perfected this
technique in the 14 5o's. By the late 14oo's, many printers had fled or

moved to Italy, where Venice and Florence flourished as printing centers.

Paciolo's Sunaua, especially the second edition, is considered to be
one of the most beautiful examples of the printers' art of that era. There-

fore, in addition to being collected by scholars of mathematics and accounting, the Sunaue is sought after by bibliophiles interested in the
history and development of printing. Ninety-nine copies of the a494
Suuue and thirty-six of the r5z3 edition are known to exist.
The original Surtarrae is approximately the same size as today's standard sheet of typing paper. Photographing it for reproduction, even with
modern technology, is a difficult chore, for many pages have deteriorated and the 5oo year old binding of the book does not permit it to be
opened completely flat. Therefore, we must apol ogize for any pages or
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ifti nct{o nor I |trrrtrtuo,fi' ..DcfcriPtorio 5
tepte i ynat
Ducati tanti dc caucdate nd (erticr de canareggio 7¢.© ucro preio vnofextier
tro. P arrando ancora inome ded>ifonnofcripa. € cbiamand el libz0 dequeilo officio
| numero ve Ie carti douc ¢ {a rua parnica.£I nomedel fcrmuano detien ditto libzo:acio co
pia. tua foclira Fido vara fcorerelt poftt trouar.Pero doe in tali officy bifogna bauere mol
tifcontri alcuolte per la gran mulrirudine ce ct iterurcne 2C.€ nora elmilefimo cbe refps
dana a tépo ptépo acio fappia quado ucnganoli fo pro.c quato per cco refpodino 7¢. 14

rem 1trouo ocbirori numero ranti zé.lunocf rale del cale 4¢.cloe me deuc darc Duca
ticanti 7é-Laleroc cl rale vel rale 2¢.£ cofi narrali a yno.a Wino con bonicontra fegni:cco
te debano Darc:¢ D cbe.€ cofife ut fonfcripet d€ ma o UNIiruiné.
luoglt:¢
Gnome
a notquanto
fine métione 7¢.9n fuma Debo fcorerc oucanitan z¢.De bont 0.Se fi
ti og nodarifr

ra perfone da bene 7é.alerameni dirat de trit d.7¢.15, Hem mitrouo cffere debico i cut.

fo pucati tant 7¢.canti al tale.c canrial rale 7¢.Aominadoli rol creditori a uno a VIAL
nominarWEdi. commo.cl dicl
fe ui fono ciarcc¢c fra uot.o d¢ (cripn ode inftrumena
lnogo prr molri cat porcricno occozrerc in tudicto ¢ fo2 d¢ tudicio 7c.
—ca°.4
Weiliffima crortationc:e faluriferi oocuméri al bo mercatare peinétt.
WENA!

Loli oifco-fo c6 diliaéga turte te cofe cle re rurout imobilee itabile: cOmee oct:

to.auna por unaticforter ben dicaimilia dicle condition¢ faculca fi ftae bancbi

5 2 c impseftiri 7¢.curte albuono ozdine couicnle nominarte tn ditto Caetano co cur

%

S2254 cétralcant nomi:e cognomn@to fia piu poflibile.cr clo al_mercatarc no pofia
omaile cofe cere troppo cbiare. perlinfinin caf che nel trafico poflano occozrere:com

mo ala giamata (a cbi in effo (c ererata.€ pro bé dia el pzoucrbio che bifognia plu ponti

9 farc on bo mercarate. che a fare vn docroze ve Ieggi-L1>1¢ colut doe potia nuerare lt pact:

ecafi che ale mani uengono ali mercarann.Q2a p marcOza prerra.O2a a tempt oe pace
dabondantia, Oza arcmpide guerre ¢ carefte.22a 0 tempi de fanita ¢ mozbt.¥2¢ quali te

pic occurrcye ti conuiene faper poenderefoi partitl. Sip limercan:como ple fieri cle 07a
una patria cita {i fano.£ ova in laltra 7¢.€ pero benfe figura cafimigha ¢l mercatante a
gallo. Qualeefraglialtri cl piu uigitanre animale che fia:¢ Diuerno€ dt ftare fa le fuc notur
ne wigilic.cbe maiper alci tempo refta. Auenga che o¢ filomena fe dica:cloc del rofignuo

locbe rurtala nocte cantiznon dimeno quefto fi poe ftare al caldo tempo ucrificare: ma

fon vinverno:cémola erpcrienca eimpzonco adimoftrarlo.£ andotia (unighata la fua
co
refta a ena che babia céto ocli.cbe anclora no li (no baftati:ne in dir nei farc.Le qual
fe flole vica clot te pua.arrinolo. Uenteiani. F:orctint. Henouch.Mapoluan.Apilanc?
(i. Ancdirat. BreMni Bergamafebt Aqiant. Venchi Lucbefi.Peruhint. Arbiaa. Foroliin

eli. e $e
proniamt Lactichi.€ Ugubini.Lattcllant Borgbefi.e Fulignat co foulat.Bologn
Lcql tpu'.sra
arefi.Wdtondi. Ucrdehi.Migéti.c Padouat. Zrani Lecta.Bari.c6 Wcrora.

lolrre i yratia Del rrafico rengano cl pzincipaco. 2parie la crcetfa cita ve vEencria CO Ror¢ega.

Prorna c¢ regota doampartito.cbal bifogno apzendcr fabia. 1 cle be dicdo le legqa mun

dpali v3. uigilannbus 7 non dommicnnbus Jura fubuentunt:coe a cdi veggbiae no 3 cls
pornelelcgai fovengio. E cofi neli oiuuni officft canta oa la fancta cbicla.clc tdio ali v1

qilanti a pomeffo la corona. E pero quefto fo el documéto di virgilio dato a Dante:como

4 fuo fighuolo. Quandonelcato.2.4°.dc lo iferno li otci croztandoloala faniga:per laqlc

al monte dele niren fe peruicne & 2 mat conuten figlivolo che cu ce {poteri. Diff el mac.
ftro mio che pur in piuma .Bn fama no fiuiene ne forto coltre. Sotrols qual chifus uta

cdfuma. oral ueftigio offe in rerra lafcia. Qualfume i aire ei aquala (c>wuma 7c. £ nal

tro vulgar peera al medefimo ci c6fo2a dicédo. Acn te para ftraniala fariga ch marse no

poflando e nutrica 7¢.L.0 cremplo and>ovza del fapicte
concefk mai batacd a A quelli docal
molto fo acto conucmetc.Dicédo

mere che fifpectaffe netla fozmiclsa.£ paulo apolto

lo dici doc nid fira degno di corona faluo ce doi bara Ieginmamcte combatruto 7¢.Que
Sti recordi lio notunadure per tua urilita:acio non tc para grauc la condiana folicrudine

in nuc facende.marime in fencre 1a péna in carta:c cute fcrmcrc a di per di:qnel cde ke o¢-

corre:camo (¢ dira nel (cqnitc.0Pa (ep fopra rurto p' idtoc! priote fia auan gliod>i¢ mat
nd manchr daludire la me(fala maria Wecordadore che plarmath pdecamio.Aec plac
ricafi{cema nieBcce como p qfto fcrd verfole dict. Acc canraf opcf:nce miffa minute wer 7¢

£:a iftoci erozta cl faluatoz i fa matbco Gdo dia.2nd qrice regni.ner? lec o13 aducte
tar wobis. Lercate rpiani pmamére drcame Ohi aclic pos lalere cole wpozalic (pialifact
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Dela.>”.parte pricipale ocl FMente tractato ditta vilpne:cSmela fabia a intenderce in
che cafifte:circa al traficore de lt-3.libaiprtcipali vel compo mecatefco.
cs

mee &quits o2a la fecdda pare principale vel prefentc rractarolaqual taccmo cre
WAI la oifpofilione ot laqnale alquato piv longo cémé cbio fia:che i lapcedéce a ben

S| chiarirla.E pero ot let faremovoi pri.Luna dita cozpo oucro monte oc tutto el

———— (Tafico.Palera vitta cozpo o vero nonre Oe botega. E priina oirémo od co po
generale ve tutro el manegio le fue erigérte. Al quale aco patna imediate ooppo fyo tuentario bifognare.s ibe! p piu fra veftreca e comodia.Luno oitto memonialc.€ laltro netto

BHiomale.Lalcro veto. Quaderno.Avéaa che mole le peche lozfacende facino Solo

livotfecddt:cioe qiomnale ¢ quaderno.€ pero prima viremo dt luno.cioe memoziate-£ pol
fulequércméte ve lialtri col ocloz modizuerfie vie como debiano cilere tenet. € prima dar

remo {us oiffinitione.
Del primoltbeo ditto memozialeo vero fquartafoglio o vacbetta ql ce fentcn

ca° 6

da ecommotn cffo fe babia a {crivere:¢ p chi.
we

Prde wemoriale o vero le condoalammi vachetta o (Grrafoglioc yn lib2o net die

NT 7 a| tutte le facéde fueel mercatate piccole ¢gradiche ama It végano.a giorno p gioz

SSAY/Faq] 110 € 022 p 072 HcriveMl Gle mafufamerecgmcofa oi uédere ¢ cprarc C¢ alert
aed maneatMeriuédo fe dichiara n6é lafando yn tota El cbi.4l che.€l'quado.£1 do
wcrcmtte fue chiarccce:¢ métiont:cSm0 a pieno of fopza int lo enncntario te offi: fen¢a pia

oltra te le replictot € i questo tal lib20 molri coftumano ponere lo20 tutterio. Ne p cle dl
puere a moke manic ocb{ nd leudo reli mobili ¢ Rabili for a picno pore. € quefto Ii 20
fol fi fa p la furta ve le facéde dye fi fefle.ncl auale oene (rivere el Patroneti Ferrari. Har,
e-msleadneCfe fanodin abféce lit ve la'trro.ero chel ard mercatate nd terra fempr¢ fermé
hi garconrne facto2.a 02a ti manda in quatoza Ii manda inla:i modo d3ec olevolte luicd
{020 (6no fora.Lbia ficre cia mercati 7é.£ folole odac o aleri garcontreftanoe.cafa che
footea pena fanoferinere.Epure [020 p non erviarc [taucutoaconuenaano vendcrce for

tere:pacaresecOpzare fecddo loadine che val principalelifia ipofto.€ 1020 {ccddo lo20 po

vreognt cofadebono (crinere i oitto memozale nominado fempliciméte lemnetee pel

che fanoxe trar fore a mtte forte oc monerte che rendanoe c6p2ano oucro paganoe fcota
no po che ftquefto tale non fa cafo a che moneta ficsut fore.c6mo nel giomale c quader’
notch otfotto fe dira zZ.ckquedernieri afc tra mitopor luiquddo velit poneiatomaleBic
tornandopotlo principale redemrte fue facende ¢ valerate {cliparc altramcee22.€ pcroe
neceflario wittolib20 a cli faafai facéde.Per che ferebs fatiga bellegiarcieper o2rdine cgni

cofala p2ima volta mertere i lilibet auctenticl ¢ con oligenca tenut.é i qreftoe tn ture al

tri pzima ponere el fegno difoza i fula coprazacio nel fucceffo oc le facédehado picno fart
ptura oucro fomito certo to pla qual cofa tu pozrai vnaltro libz2o p2endcre.o ucro dene

ceflira te cSverra quada quefto fofte pieno. Aa ale volte oki coftumanaPoiucrie prt: be
che né fia pieno anoualméte far foldi e anche It ibai nuowt como defotto itéderai.E t ditto
fecotidolibzo per oebito ozdine bifogna renouare feqnale diferente dal paimo:ado vere

Poin tCpo fi poffa c6 preftccca tronarelgzo facéde.gertal vic anco2za milefimo.€ pero be,
ne fi coftuma fra Wivert cacalia fegnare Wi paimilozolibade quel qloziofo fegno valdt fug

gi ogni neftro (primal nemico:e (a catcrua tutta infernal meritamcnte trema.del fegno:
cocdela fancta croci dal agate ancoza nei tencrianni a ipararoe legere lalfabeto comen

caftt. E potli fequértbafegnaral per o2dine gatfabeto:cioe de. B.£ potlitcrg del.B.z¢.
vilcowcndo per ozdine Halfabeto. E cdoiamafe
poilibetcrod ace eciPemoxal croc. _

Hioanal crod:cioe Puedernocroc:ciee

Zlfaberonero extratto crodidoe. I.

E poiati (cdiliba (e o'd APemovial.A, Biomat.A. Avademo.4.26.£ ve cuntqueti tt)

b2i.cl numero ve loz carti ficonnen fegnarc per molti refpcctic cauréte che aloperantefan
no Te bifogno.Hueuga che mola dichino nel giomale ememoziale non bifognare p-che
fe cofe fe quiidanoifilcate a di p di:wna (orto laleradoefiabaftante alozritronare.
£221

Riteliairchouocl nero fe lefacendeve vina glomata non paffaffero wna carta.Ada nol ve-

dono ebe motearoftitraficantd non coe ima carta madoi ¢ tre népirano in ¥n GRLNO OE
le qualpot(ciat volefic far malenepotrebbetagtiare e cauarcima-La qual fraude 18 {ipo

trebe poiper niadligioent cognofcere nedifcernere.Der che lidi fon quelli ce (6¢a dubto
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roflano fucceflirmnlcrrc fcqrrfrqnon oinlanco el mqn csmen0oJlro fotto. Sr ctx pcr tifto
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tx quetdfro(con drtrgrn(lfcgroide oduototnmie ertpofti tu tcn(usfc6lo rronc 6did
uiiadgome(cre s fcdu?s iue freae € plrlna nel grornele pouerr per odrncrurte lepuic
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paflc cordti c ptc Enncmc:e dir qudro ripo.O uffo rroior fe folTr prc 6.coriri e pane robbc

Eilnofe dcbdno ditarc

Iae oro

fe bcne

o usro o rof6 dc conto tL@- ucro fcfollao rurn'a rcpo e nsrreic dre rcnnic. O de 6olrc o
bqnrro.oCc $s!re ue fuidre o dc rttorn[ oe naur ?t,,8 ftrcihorc le [uro dc dinc gilr. O

Dcnaui 7t, ofc folk rcrminc oc fierc:o olrre folenuo: (ornmo per lsfclrfo puorirrri furura
tiE.o uero p to pafqua deno del zc.ouro oc rclbre rr.o Llcro corlcuol e zc.Ibru e mdco (coo
cbcuoi cdcludcltc cl mcrcoto.€ frnalucr i drrro mcmotrale no fi conuerrra lofhrc polo olcu
no.E fc poflibilcto$gi quir porolle uefrnrc.rpofcro p dx(corno nelrnucnrano fopm fo

darolsl menonrlr

cl>rercgqc rnsi

fol5 roppo zc.
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8. dn dare ddroi cofi plims ponento fopla dnarna delacartd.elGro milqfqof I $qfrcIc
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D i0frrdlo none . frocta tr e.rt',8 efaipturle
{ni medamo p refto tratto del libzo.croci.poffoaloie battereper faldo veqila.val a car. Go.

$ 12.615.9° 10. 26.£ cofiandaratfaldddoeurtele prite nel lib*.raci.cbtuintédi portare
i dderno. 21.¢ caffa.caucdal.robbe mobili. ¢ ftabil.debitoal.credicozi.otfiaifenfarie. pefac
doa ve comun 7c. con liquali (e vfa ale uolteandareaconto longo zc. Oa quelle paruce
che non violet poztare in ditto quaderno. A.che pozriéno eére Gile che folo a te faprega’
10.€ nd le obligato a feqnarne céro ad alcu? ce fon {pefive mercania.fpefi de cafa intrata
ifita.e tutte (pefe Rtraozdinarie.fitrt.pefcidi. feudi. ofiuelli 2é.qifte fimiliconuégonfe faldare

in fo medefimolibzo.croci.ncla prica del pe Danno o vero mad _c defauand o voidire vtt-

tee odn0.i dito modo cle fo20 darepoztarali oare cl raro fipoffano bauere icredito qlle

ocle (pcfinicédo.nel faldo atntando cée piu voltee dittofempz lamenoze quantita in da7c

oibauerep pcoanoi qftoa cart rite 2é. E coli eurte le aucrat faldate é qita oel pe oan

no voue fubito pot fimandofuo vare ¢ haucre pozral cognefcere mo quadag’.e pdita p ch
firat cal bilancio fatto [a parita.cioc cB le cofe cl {e douia ortfalcare firan wiffalcaredtc cle
f{edouiano agionanere fird ppoztionataméte a fuoi lnoctot aqidre.€ fe ve Gita prita.fira p
el oare cB lauere cu bauera pdurto ql canto i mo trafico vache lo gomécalt.€ fe fila pinto
aucre aloza otrat ce ql tanto babta i oitto tho quadagnato7z¢. £ veduro ch barat p qita
[urile.c oanno tuo fedro.aloza dita faldaratilapriea vel caucdale.ooue nel prictpio ocl to
mancato ponelti lo inétarie ve tutta Ia cua faculta.E (aldarala i qitomodocle fel oanofe
dto fira piu che dio ne guardiciafaano cle realméce fo buon xrpiano fe adopa aloza atura-

rat lobauere amodovfato oicédoc a oi 2¢.p caucdal i qitop vanno feqtoa cartt z¢.val zc,

£ vepéneratlaprita oramctraliter i care ebauerc.vt fu’.poncdo purela fitina nel capoida

ree lauere che oeue battere para.€potala prita oel canedalci oare oirat.cauedale die dar
Adi 7C.P pe danno. p vanno fegco pofto in quella al oie bauere p faldo fuo val a cartizc.

§.f.g° p.2c.£ cofifenc fone feqro vette.cl ferebbe Fdo lla vel p e anno(¢ retrouafie piu

i bauere che i darc aloza fugidgtarefti al are p faldo ql ranco chiamado elcaucdate ale car

ti fuol zc.c aluila poarcitii banere ifiemi c6 fale robbe mobilt ¢ abilie of nuouo t qfto ca

uedal qle cduné cere (épze lulet*.prita d eurtiliqderni.pozrai —Ep2e cognofcere tutta tua facul
ta.qioanédoli debit ¢ crediet doe in lib*. A. pooralti zc.£ Gita vel cauedal oclqderno.cro

ci faldarai ancoza.é poztarala cdelaltre nel qderno. A. in refto e fiiina o voi a prita p pri
ta chelo pot ancte fare.ma fi coftuma farla in {ima pebe1?.volta tutto tuo tuétario ape. E
recozdate cbiamarfue carti.zc.€ affetaral poi tutte [cprite Ol Gderno. A.ne lalfabeto ognu
na al fuo uogo cde Difopea te aiffi.cap? 5°.Acto fEpze poli c6 facilita rrouare lee facéde
fecondo lo20 eccurencee cofi fia faldo tuttoel palmo quadcrno con {ue giozale e memor
ale. € acio fia piu coiaro ve ditto faldo.farat quelto altro fcontro.ioefummerat tnyn foglto rutto eloare del quaderno.crocd.€ ponto a man fintitra.é fummarattutro fuo bauere
£ pélo aman verera. £ poi quefte vitime fumme rcfummarat. € farane ve rutte quelle

ocl daryna (ima dhe fi cliamara fina fimard.€ coll farai ona {ima d tuere dil oalauef
che {i cloiamara ancozalei yna fiimafiimari, AAa lap’.fira fiima fuinmearfi.oel oarce La fa,
fi coiama fummafimarit oc lo bauere.2 fe ite votfime fummari fird pare.ctoe che tan
to fia luna Grolalera.y3 ila del darc.e Gila velobaucre.arauirat el tuo Gderno eére begui
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